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Gaining insights into language learning is vital in improving the language teaching/
learning process. Many language teaching theories are based on an understanding of the
factors that influenced students' language learning.

The present study explored and

analyzed some of the factors relative to social context, affective and personality factors,
and learning conditions and learning processes that influenced learning the English
language.

IX

A simple quantitative analysis of the scores of the Oxford Language Aptitude Test
allowed the selection of three case studies, which included three participants each chosen
by purposive selection. The data collection process, over two semesters, involved
conducting in-depth individual interviews, focus group interviews, writing field notes on
participant observations, and analyzing student journals. These triangulation factors
strengthened the internal validity and consistency of the collected data and study design.
An informal qualitative analysis throughout the data collection process helped determine
the kind of data to be collected next. Writing analytical memos after interviews, and
tentatively coding the interview accounts continued until categories emerged. Six
hypotheses were formulated through within-case analysis and cross-case analysis of the
three case studies.

In the present study, it was found that the factor in a social context contributing to
success in learning English was active and effective parental support, because the
participants were freshmen who just graduated from high school. The contributing
affective and personality factors were a high level of motivation that resulted from a
'good' attitude toward the whole learning situation and their role in learning English,
their 'integrativeness', strong 'desire' and 'effort' made to learn English, and past
achievement. The significant factors in learning condition included opportunities to learn
and use English in English-speaking communities ,and exposure to English through
formal and informal learning. Subjects being autonomous in learning English were found

to have contributed to success in learning English at the upper intermediate level.

x

English instrnctors, as facilitators and mangers of students' English learning process,
should create more opportunities to maximize students' exposure to the English language
through formal and informal learning situations, while convincing the students lo be
autonomous in learning English and keeping them motivated to achieve a high degree of
success in learning English.

xi

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

An essential component of language teaching is a conception of language learning.
Language teachers have ample opportunities to observe patterns of language learning and
to appreciate intuitively the characteristics of poor and good learners and to investigate
why some learners progress without much difficulty and why others run into difficulties.
Taking a close look at what the language learners actually do in their learning process is
not only interesting, but provides teachers with insights into the many ways of language
learning, the strength and weaknesses of language learners, and, consequently, into
innovative teaching methods.

Research findings and learning theories are of great help in developing concepts about
language learning and in recognizing possible relationships between language learning
outcomes, and learner characteristics (affective and personality factors), the condition of
language learning, the language learning process, and the social context within which
learning occurs.

If the ultimate objective of language teaching is effective language learning, then our main
concern must be the learning outcome (Stern 1994:340). Immediate outcomes are important
as feedback for further teaching and learning. Their assessment is diagnostic and formative,
and can influence continued teaching and learning. Long-term, for the learner, the outcome
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should be a more or less permanent acquisition of a second language. For the teacher. the
evaluation of his own teaching and of the leaming of learners provides feedback for further
teaching. It is a necessary part of the teaching-learning cycle. In the long term, the teachinglearning-outcome-feedback cycle also changed the teacher's teaching capabilities, hopefully
making him a more experienced and more competent teacher (Stem 1994:508). ln language
research, once the language outcome has been established, it can be related to other variables
in language learning models: social context, personality and affective factors, learning
conditions, and the learning process.

In Stem's (1994:338) framework for examination of second language learning, social context
influenced the learning conditions and learner's affective and personality factors. The
intriguing questions raised were: "How is the social context experienced and interpreted by
the individual learners?" and "What influence has the social context on the learner's attitudes
and motivations, and to what extent do they in turn affect language learning and the
conditions of learning?" Similarly, in a model of second language learning presented by
Spolsky (l 992:28), social context influenced 'attitudes' of various kinds, the learner
'motivation' and other 'personality factors'. All of them explained the use the learner made
of the available 'learning opportunities', the interplay between learner and situation that
determined linguistic and non-linguistic outcomes for the learner. Social context also
provided both formal and informal 'learning opportunities' apart from its influence on
learner's affective factors such as attitudes and motivation.
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Although affective and personality factors had received much less attention than cognitive
skills of the learner, a more systematic investigation of affective and personality factors in
language learning had interested researchers since the early fifties. These studies had focused
on learner's social attitudes and the motivation of learners in relation to other learner factors
and the learning outcome. Among them was the study of Gardner and Lambert, which had
been mainly concerned with the attitudes with which students approached the language class.
The instruments consisted principally of attitude tests and open-ended expressions of view. It
was recognized that there was a positive association between measured learning outcomes
and attitudes towards the target group and the language (Stern ! 994:375-378). Learners who
had positive attitudes learned more, but also learners who learned well acquired positive
attitudes (Stern 1994:386).

The major affective factor that interacts with attitude is motivation, which is essential in
learning a language successfully. Stern (1994:378) pointed out that integrative motivation
was needed for successful language learning, however, citing the empirical studies, further
stated that, in some settings, successful learning was associated with the instrumental
motivation. Likewise Brown (1992:145) concluded that the two types of motivation were not
necessarily mutually exclusive. Second language learning was rarely motivated by
exclusively instrumental or exclusively integrative motivation.

Language researchers expressed their view that aptitude could not be treated as a unitary
characteristic of the language learner. Personality characteristics that related to the social and
communicative nature of language included extraversion and introversion. lfwe emphasized
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the interpersonal aspect or language learning. extraversion would be an asset, but
introversion might well be regarded as advantageous lo the systematic study of a language.
However, according to Brown ( 1992: 146), it was not clear that extroversion or introversion
helped or hindered the process of second language acquisition. One factor that helped
language learning might be past achievement of learning the language. Longitudinal studies
had come to the conclusion that successful early learning experiences promoted not only
successful later learning, but also more positive attitudes (Stern 1994: 379).

It has been said that one cannot teach language. The best one could do is to provide
appropriate conditions for others to learn. Part of these appropriate conditions included how
the teacher relates, or attends, to the learners (Wajnryb, 1992:28). In a learning community
comprised of a group of learners and a teacher, Wajnryb suggested that the human element
(verbal and non-verbal, visible and barely perceptible) shaped human interactions
qualitatively, and might perhaps furnish the key to the learning processes and their outcomes.
Language learning results from the interaction and integration of a large number of factors,
not just from any single factor. To demonstrate this, Spolsky (1992:3) used a rhetorical fonn
in dealing with the critical issues in second language learning in posing the following
question: "Who learns how much of what language under what condition?" Spoisky's
(1992:3) proposal is worth noting in discussing the factors that have significant roles in the
language learning process. Differences in learning depend upon differences in the learners,
the language learning process, what part and how much of it is learned, what variety or mode
of language is learned, and what amount or kind of exposure. Learning conditions and the
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learner's preference for a learning strategy are also among the issues of success and failure in
language learning. The interaction among these factors is also considered important.

•

.

In the learning process, learning strategies play an important role. Oxford (1994: I) stated
that foreign or second language learning strategies were specific actions, behaviors, steps, or
techniques that students used (often consciously) to improve their progress in understanding,
internalizing, and using a second language. Language learners use different strategies.
Oxford ( 1994: I) reported that strategies were the tools for active, self-directed involvement
needed for developing second language communicative ability. Research has repeatedly
shown that the conscious, tailored use of such strategies was related to language achievement
and proficiency. Richards and Lockhart (1994:52) explored the influence of cognitive
learning styles, and the role of learning strategies that influenced how language learners
approached their learning. Based on their discussion, it is interesting to note that learners'
beliefs were said to be influenced by the social context of learning which can influence
learners' attitudes toward the language, their motivation to learn, their expectations about
language learning, perceptions about what is easy or difficult about the language, as well as
their preferred learning strategies. According to Richards and Lockhart (1994:59), cognitive
learning styles were intimately related to personality types, and therefore reflected the
different ways people responded to learning situations. Their results included recognition of
the importance of promoting learners' awareness, control and promotion of effective learning
strategies, and discouraging the use of ineffective ones, all of which were considered an
important aspect of language teaching.
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It is widely accepted that language learners who know how to learn are more likely to be
successful than those who do not know. In a discussion of the characteristics of autonomous
language learners, Wenden (1998: 14-15) concluded that successful language learners had
learned how to learn and had acquired the learning strategies, the attitudes that enabled them
to use these skills and knowledge confidently, flexibility, appropriately, and independently of
a teacher. Therefore they were autonomous. In other words, autonomous language learners
were more likely to become successful in language learning.

Obviously, it is necessary to explore more about the factors that influence learning English in
order to contribute to the improvement of teaching-learning process in English courses.

Statement of the Problem
In English classes, some students learn English without any difficulty with observable
improvements, whereas many others have difficulty learning English effectively despite
receiving the same instruction in class. There must be several factors at play influencing their
learning of the English language apart from language learning aptitude. A thorough
understanding of the factors that contributed to the success and failure in language learning is
crucial in providing appropriate learning conditions for the language learner. Likewise,
conducting an in-depth study of factors relative to social context, affective and personality
factors, language learning conditions, and the language learning process at the previous level,
is essential to understand the differences in language learners at upper-intermediate level.
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Research Questions
More knowledge about language learning, particularly English language learning, still needs
to be developed. Stern ( 1994:420) stated that language learning was a developmental process
which could not be fully controlled by teaching language to a learner in slow, incremental
steps. Continued investigations combining behavioral observations of learners, subjective
reports of learners' experience, etc. might result in better understanding of language learning.

In the present study, the research questions investigated were:
(I) What factors in a social context affected the outcomes of language learning?
(2) What affective and personality factors influenced the outcomes of language learning?
(3) What factors relative to learning conditions contributed to the outcomes of language
learning?
(4) What factors in the learning process affected language learning outcomes?
(5) How did the above-mentioned factors interact with each other and collectively
influence the language learning outcomes?

Research Objectives
The objectives of this study were:
( l) to explore the relevant factors in a social context, personality and affective factors,
learning conditions, and learning process that influenced the language learning
outcomes
(2) to analyze the way these factors contributed to English language learning success at
the upper-intermediate level at Assumption University.

It was not intended to look for patent answers to language learning problems. However, it
was earnestly hoped that the insight gained into these problems would contribute to the
second/foreign language teaching-learning process to some extent, and become a basis for
further research.

Significance of the Study
Research on language learning and language teaching are inseparable. It is very clear that a
thorough understanding of the factors that influence learning English as a second/foreign
language makes English language teaching effective. As in any other discipline, gaining
insights into learning English is vital for the professional development of the teachers
teaching English as a second/ foreign language as well.

Exploring the relevant factors influencing learning English as a second/foreign language
yielded insights into effective teaching of the English language. In addition, analyzing the
way those factors contributed to success in learning English was also helpful in creating
conditions conducive to better teaching-learning process. And, at the same time, participants
might recognize some ignored factors, which would later help them learn English more
effectively.

The present study was useful as it added the knowledge gleaned from qualitative analysis of
empirical data from the selected cases to the existing body of knowledge in the discipline of
English language teaching and learning.
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Theoretical Framework

According lo Stern ( 1994:338), three sets of variables- (I) social context, (2) learner
characteristics, and (3) learning conditions were represented as determiners of the learning
process and, through them, of the learning outcomes. Two basic questions also raised in
discussing the framework for examination of second language learning were: Why were
certain groups of learners, or certain individual learners, successful while others were not?
What factors or combination of factors in the model contributed to the success of some or the
failure of others? These questions intrigued the present researcher who sought to identify
crucial factors and to trace their interactions. Stern ( 1994:339) also pointed out the fact that,
at the present stage of knowledge about second language learning, no learner variable could
be regarded as irrelevant to language learning. Therefore, in the conceptual framework used
as a guideline in the present study, there were four main factors from which an unknown
number of relevant factors would emerge as factors influencing learning English as a second/
foreign language.

According to Spolsky (1992:14), the achievement of the various outcomes in a second
language depended on meeting a number of conditions. Spolsky also presented a simple
model of second language learning in the form of an underspecified mathematical formula:
Kr=Kp+ A+ M+ 0

Kr= the linguistic outcome (knowledge and skill at some future time)
Kp =knowledge and skill at the moment including general knowledge of the learner's
first and any other languages
A = various components of ability including physiological, biological, intellectual,
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and cognitive skills
M =various affective factors such as personality, attitudes, motivation, and anxiety
O =opportunity for learning the language consisting of time multiplied by kind, the
latter covering the range of formal and informal situations in which the learner is
exposed to the language

Spolsky ( 1992: 15) claimed each of the parts would make a difference to the result: if any
one was absent, there could be no learning, and the greater any one was, the greater the
amount of learning. Such initial simplicity of the mathematical formula would invite
elaboration that would capture the complexity of the phenomenon being studied. Moreover,
the degree to which differentiation in one element could lead to different results.

Apart from the language learning models of Stern and Spolksy, some theoretical guidelines
of the present study were drawn from Brown's theories and discussions of styles and
strategies in learning a second/foreign language, and personality factors. Successful language
learners found their own way, took charge of their learning, and made their own
opportunities for practice in using the language inside and outside the classroom' (Brown
1994: 114). Countless studies in language learning have shown motivation as a key to
language success. The two basic types of motivation, instrumental motivation and integrative
motivation, were not mutually exclusive. However, the conclusions from many studies of
Lambert and one of Spolsky, according to Brown ( 1994: 154), indicated that integrative
motivation might be an important requirement for successful language learning.

37611
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Such theoretical concepts led lo the formulation or the conceptual framework in the form of a
mathematical equation that included learning outcomes, factors in social context, affective
and personality factors, learning conditions, and the learning process.

Conceptual Framework
Language learning in the present study was defined as learning English as a second/foreign
language to a specific degree of accuracy and fluency both in fonnal and informal situations.
The present study explored some of the pertinent factors in social context, affective and
personality factors, language learning conditions, and language learning process that
contributed to success in language learning, while cognitive factors were controlled for by a
language aptitude test.

The conceptual framework of the present study is described in the fonn of a mathematical
equation:
Y = f (xl+x2+x3+x4) + E
Y = language learning outcome
XI = factors in social context
X2 =affective and personality factors
XJ = factors in learning conditions
X4 =factors in learning process
E =Errors

12

Quantitative terminology was used in this equation form of a conceptual framework lor the
mere purpose of communicating its meaning to readers who are more familiar with
quantitative research. The 'factors' were the hypothesized conditions under which the
different learning outcomes would occur. If these conditions were present, it was
hypothesized or 'guessed' that the learning outcomes would be better as indicated in the case
study of the 'successful language learners'. The conceptual framework was used here as a
guideline for research. In the field, it was modified to suit reality.

Scope
The present study included nine cases (participants), who were learning English I (at the
upper intermediate level). Therefore, the findings were not generalized to all learners of
English.

Limitations of the Study
The present study mainly focused on the participants' writing and reading skills though all
four skills are interrelated in learning English as in any other language because the aptitude
test used in this study was limited to assessing their reading and writing skills.

The participants were freshmen who had spent only one month at the university at the
beginning of the present study, and the interview data was limited to their ability to recall
their experience and attitude towards language learning in high school. The data came from
their memory only as observations could not be used to collect such data.
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Due to skill limitations in data collection, the length of time for data collection took longer
than anticipated. The investigation in Semester I /2000 was not very productive, and thus it
continued in the following semester (2/2000). However, with some improvement in data
collection skills throughout the study, the data collection process became more systematic
and effective in tapping relevant data.

In the present study, some personality and affective factors reviewed in the literature could
not be investigated as anticipated because of the difficulty in determining a suitable data
collection method. Such factors included risk-taking, empathy, positive task orientation, and
perseverance. However, several factors emerged during data collection which were found to
'.t

be relevant to the present study.

Definition of Terms

Social Context
Social context means a set of social factors that are likely to exercise a powerful influence on
learning English.

Parental support means· assistance provided by parents, e.g. financial, academic, or moral.

Learner Characteristics (Affective and Personality Factors)
Motivation is an inner drive, impulse, emotion, or desire that moves one to learn English.
Instrumental motivation means the inner drive to learn English as a means for attaining
instrumental goals: furthering their studies, securing good jobs with international companies.
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Integrative motivation means the inner drive to learn English to use in communication and
socializing in an English-speaking community without desiring to' lose oneselr to the target
culture.

lntegrativeness means an attitude towards the English-speaking community and orientation
to the use of English for communication and socialization in that community.

Intrinsic motivation means the inner drive to engage in learning activities for their own sake
and not because they lead to an extrinsic reward.

learning Conditions
Foreign/ Second language learning means learning English in one's own culture with few
immediate and widespread opportunities to use the language within the environment of one's
own culture.

Learning conditions are the situations or environments in which learners learn or are exposed
to the target language.

learning opportunities are chances to learn English in a supportive environment and used as
a natural means of communication.

Exposure to the language means the amount and kind of English that language learners have
acquired both in formal classroom situations and informal situations.

Learning Process
learner autonomy means the ability to learn a language in a self-directed, independent, and
responsible manner.
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Learning styles are consistent and rather enduring tendencies or preferences within an
individual to learn English.

Leaming strategies are specific methods of approaching and solving a problem in learning
English.

Meta-cognitive strategies are strategies that involve planning for learning, thinking about the
learning process as it is taking place, monitoring of one's production of comprehension, and
evaluating learning after an activity is completed.

Language Learning Outcomes
Upper-intermediate level means English l courses of the Department of English at
Assumption University.

Aptitude test means a test designed to measure a person's capacity or general ability to learn a
foreign language and to be successful in that undertaking.

Successfal language learners are the group of students who earned the highest scores on the
Oxford language aptitude test.

Average language learners means language learners who earned average scores on the
Oxford language aptitude test.

Weak language learners are the group of students who earned the lowest scores on the
Oxford language aptitude test.

Research Expectations
It was expected to identify the factors in a social context, affective and personality factors,
learning conditions, and the learning process as stated in Stern's model of second/ foreign
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language learning, Spolsky's conditions for second language learning, and Brown's "
Principle of Language Leaming and Teaching" as factors influencing learning English as a
second/foreign language. Language learning success was expected to result from the factors
found in the above-mentioned theories and models discussed in the literature review.

Chapter II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Despite the belief that there is no quick and easy method which is guaranteed to provide
instant success in language learning, a thorough knowledge of the factors influencing the
language learning process certainly gives language teachers insights into innovative
approaches to improve the teaching-learning process in language classrooms.

The framework of factors taken into account in interpreting second language learning in the
present study was partially based on Stern's (1994:338) framework for examining second
language learning. In his framework, shown in figure I, the three sets of variables - (I)
social context, (2) learner characteristics, and (3) learning conditions- are represented as
determiners of the learning process and, through it, of the learning outcomes.

According to the most current research studies, optimal instruction in a foreign or second
language requires an in-depth understanding of the individual differences among language
learners. Quite a large number of factors are implied in considering the cognitive, affective,
and social factors that influence language learning outcomes. Conducting an in-depth study
of multiple cases of language learners at different language aptitude levels, and using crosscase analysis, might result in discovering new ways to help language learners improve their
language skills.
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Jllustrntiou 1. Stern's model or Second/Foreign language learning
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Social Context

Language has always been considered an essential factor in social life. Spolsky ( 1992: 131 ),
who considered language primarily a social mechanism, discussed the importance of social
factors in second language learning due to the greater complexity of the language learner's
social context and the resulting increase in its tendency to cause variability. Spolsky's
( 1992:28) model of second language learning contained the assumption that social context
was indirectly, but essentially, involved in setting specific conditions for language learning
relative to the development of attitudes to learning and learning opportunities.

Similarly, Stern (1994:277) explained that students frequently began the language learning
process with positive or negative attitudes derived from the society in which they lived, and
these attitudes, in turn, influenced their motivation to learn a foreign/ second language.

Also in Stern's (1994:338) model, learning conditions and learner characteristics were
influenced by the social context. It would be interesting to find out more about the perception
of social context by the learner as in Stern's (1994:340) research questions: ( 1) How is the
social context experienced and interpreted by the individual learner?, (2) What influence has
the social context on the learner's attitudes and motivations, and to what extent do they, in
tum, affect language learning and the conditions of learning? These questions indicated the
need for on-going research to study the links among social context and other factors in
learning a language.
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Socioc11/t11ra/ and Socioeconomic Factors

In Stern's ( l 994:338) framework for examination of second language learning, sociocultural
and socioeconomic factors were the ones to be investigated in a social context. Students
frequently began language learning with positive or negative attitudes derived from the
society in which they lived, and these attitudes in turn influenced their motivation to learn a
second language (Stem, 1994:277). Among the sociocultural factors· that impacted upon
motivation, as mentioned in Stem's (1994:270) discussion, were: (a) the instrumental value
of the second language, (b) the social opportunities for contact with the second language, and
(c) the opportunities for learning the language offered in the school, all of which were
relevant to the context of the present study.

Stem (1994:270), based on the British study Primary French in the Balance, concluded that
the home influences motivation and thereby indirectly affected achievement. Also, "children
with parents in higher-status occupations receive greater parental support when they
approach new learning experiences than do those with parents in lower-status occupations".
However, Stern (1994:277) contrasted his conclusion with the opposite claim of Carroll
( 1975); that is, "the student's socioeconomic status as such is not a relevant consideration in
foreign language learning achievement".

Further, Stern (1994:277) stated that relationships between socioeconomic or sociocultural
factors and language learning outcomes could not be treated as self-evident. Studies
sometimes had very clear associations, but in others, the relationships were far less evident.
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Parental Support

According to Cook ( 1996: 168), one way of predicting whether language learners will be
successful in learning a second/ foreign language was to look not only at the attitudes of the
students themselves, but at those of their parents. In discussing Gardner's socio-education
model, Cook ( 1996: 168) concluded that integrativeness and attitudes to the learning situation
came from the social milieu in which students were placed. For young learners, the most
influential figures in the social milieu in developing self-concept were likely to be their
parents, their teachers, and their peers, in that order (Williams and Burden: I 997: 98).
Moreover, parents' rationales, goals and priorities modified by any independent ideology of
the school offering the program, together with the social context, could even detennine the
school's rationales, goals and priorities that accounted for fonnal learning opportunities
(Stem: 1992:26). Therefore, parental support was a crucial factor for language learners to
have both formal and infonnal learning opportunities.

Learner Characteristics
According to Spolsky (1992:27), the particularly important learner characteristics
included previous knowledge, age, language learning aptitude, learning style, and strategies
and personality factors.

A number of consistent research studies over the past twenty five years, including those of
Gardner and Lambert, focused on learners' social attitudes, values, and the motivation of
learners in relation to other learner characteristics and learning outcomes (Stern, 1994:375).
The combination of these learner characteristics helped learners to make use of socially
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provided formal or informal learning opportunities (Spolsky, 1992:27). Therefore, it was
reasonable to conclude that learner characteristics interact with other factors in terms of
social context, learning conditions, and the learning process.

Affective and Personality Factors
It is generally accepted that understanding affective and personality factors was essential in

understanding the language learning as a whole. Any language teacher could testify that
language learning often involved strong positive or negative emotions. Brown (1994: 134)
noted an increasing awareness of the necessity, in second language research and teaching, to
examine human personality characteristics in order to find solutions to perplexing problems.
The University of Michigan Personality and Language Behaviour Research Group studied
the relationship of personality factors and second language learning (Spolsky, 1992: 111 ). An
important conclusion of their study was that language was not just a means of
communication, but a basic method of self-representation incorporating "in a unique blend of
intra and interpersonal parameters, cognitive and affective aspects of information processing,
allowing a view of the total person ... "

Motivation
Motivation, a key to learning, is most frequently used in explaining the success or failure of
second language learning. Brown ( 1994: 152) defined motivation in a simple way as "an inner
drive, impulse, emotion or desire that moves one to a particular action". In research,
motivation was studied from two different dimensions: instrumental and integrative
motivation, and intrinsic and extrinsic motivation according to the collective literature.
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(a) Instrumental and Integrative Motivat1on
In second/ roreign language learning, instrumental motivation, as defined by Brown

( 1994: I 53), was lo acquire a language as the means lo achieve instrumental goals: furthering
a career, reading technical material. translation, and so rorth. In addition, the perceived social
status of the second lru1guage, in relation lo the first language, was also likelv lo influence
one's motivation to learn a second language. Stem (1994:378) pointed out that instrumental
motivation was likely to be strong if acquisition of the target language was perhaps a
prerequisite for economic advancement. On the other end of the continuum, integrative
mo live was employed when learners wished to integrate themselves within the culture of the
second language group, and to identify themselves with and become part of the society.
There have been differences of opinion as to how integrative motivation should be defined.

Brown (1994: I SS) restated Graham's definition of integrative motivation as " the desire, on
the part of a language learner, to learn a second language in order lo communicate

11~th,

or

find out about, members of the second language culture, ru1d does not necessarily imply
direct contact with the second language group.. Also, Spolsky's (1992:23) Integrative
Motivation Condition was described as:

"Condition 54
Integrative Motivation condition (typical, graded): Integrative orientation,
a cluster of favourable attitudes to the speakers of the target language, has
a positive effect on the learning of a second language, and in particular on
the development of a native-like pronunciation and semantic system,"

Interestingly, Richard-Amato (1996:82) argued whether or not' integration' meant to become
part of the tru·gel language group or just to socialize with its members on a casual basis.
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Brown's (1994:155) conclusion on this issue was stated as: "One can be integrativelv
oriented without desiring lo 'lose oneself' in the target culture", which seemed lo be leading
to a possible change in the definition or integrative motivation in the future.

Another unsellled issue is the inconsistent claims about the role of instrumental and
integrative motivation in the language learning success. Brown ( 1994: 154) contrasted
Splosky's and Lambert's studies, which claimed integrative motivation as an important
requirement, with Lukmani's and Kachru's findings that English could be acquired
successfully in Third World countries, including fndia, for instrumental reasons alone.
Regarding this controversy, Bro•vn's (1994:154) reasonable conclusion was that "Second
language learning is rarely motivated by attitudes that are exclusively instrumental or
exclusively integrative. Most situations involve a mixture of each type of motivation."

(b) Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
This dimension of motivation is considered to be powerful and applicable to motivation
studies in the area of language learning. Brown (1994:155) stated Deci's view of intrinsic
motivation as follows:

"Intrinsically motivated activities are ones for which there is no apparent
reward except the activity itself. People seem to engage in the activities for
their own sake and not because they lead to an extrinsic reward."

Due to consistent research findings on motivation, it has been widely accepted that
intrinsically motivated learners are striving for excellence, autonomy, and self-actualization.
Many researchers, including Maslow, as Brown (1994 156) discussed, claimed that intrinsic
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motivation was clearly superior to extrinsic motivation especially for long-tern1 retention. In
contrast, extrinsically motivated behaviors were carried out in anticipation of a reward from
outside and beyond the self (Brown, 1994: 156). Extrinsically motivated learners might
expect a prize, praise, and grades, or might want to avoid punishment. Research results
suggested the careful use

or extrinsic rewards in motivating learners.

(c) Attitudes and Motivation
Attitudes are closely related to motivation arnong affective factors because motivation is
'·1'

--

usually examined as a factor in a number of different kinds of attitudes. According to

Gardner's socio-education model, a student's motivation was influenced by two kinds of
attitudes: integrativeness and attitudes towards the language learning situation as a whole
(Spolsky, 1992: 154 ). Motivation itself had three components: attitudes toward learning a
second language, a desire to learn the language, and efforts made to learn the language. All
three components are involved if the learner is "truly motivated" (Spolsky, 1992: 154) Brown
(1994: 153) cited Gardner and Larnbert, who, in their significant studies of motivation in
second language learning, exaniined motivation as a factor in a number of different kinds of
attitudes in an effort to detennine how attitudinal and motivational factors affected language
learning success.

Burstall and the National Foundation for Educational Research in Britain investigated the
longitudinal development of attitudes over a period of several years of language learning
(Stern, 1994: 376). Results of those studies included a positive association between measured
learning outcomes and attitude towards the target group and the language. On the other hand,

St Gabriel's Llhrarv,
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Splosky ( 1992: 155) pointed oul that attitudes arTecled motivation, but were not directly
linked lo achievement. Stern (1994:376) also cited Gardner who focused on the social
context to account, to a certain extent, for the attitudes and motivations of individual learners.
Therefore, the positive interrelationship of attitudes, motivation and social context was
apparently supportable.

Anxiety
According to Spolsky (1992: 114 ), anxiety, another affective factor, would distract a language
learner from the task of attending to and remembering new items; it would discourage
practice that would establish items though an anxious learner tried harder up to a point. On
the other hand, Spolsky (1992: l l 3) quoted Scovel, who suggested that clear-cut results were
made more difficult because anxiety could have two effects that cancelled each other, leading
to facilitation in some cases and interference in others.

Extroversion/Introversion
Among other factors that might potentially influence language learning are extroversion and
introversion (Brown 1994: 146). However, there have been inconsistent findings regarding
the relationship between extroversion/ introversion and language outcomes.

ln language

classes, where oral participation is highly valued, il is easy to assume that the visibility of
active learners in the classroom is due to an extroversion factor (which may not be so).
Brown (1994: 146) discussed Busch's (1982) hypothesis that extroverted students will be
more proficient than introverts. However, this hypothesis was not supported although his
study is considered the most comprehensive study to date on extraversion. In contrast, Brmrn
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( 1994: 146) reported that introverts were significantlv better than extroverts in their
pronunciation as assessed during an oral interview. However, the need to consider cullurnl
norms in the assessment of a student's presumed 'passivity' in the classroom was discussed
in

Ausubel's ( 1968) note: "Introversion and extroversion are a grossly misleading index of

social adjustment". Brown ( 1994: 146) suggested more research, for it was not clear tlrnt
extroversion or introversion helped or hindered the process of second language acquisition.

On the other hand, discovering links between personality types and success in language
learning is possible although only a few studies have focused on linking Myers-Briggs
personality type and second language learning (Brown, 1994:150). The findings of Ehrman
and Oxford ( 1990), as in Brown's (1994: 150) discussion, were that the use of strategies bi·
language learners varied depending on their Myers- Briggs personality types. However, the
cited studies did not reach the conclusion that one's psychological type could predict success
and failure in language learning. Despite the difficulty to interpret cross-culturally and the
possible 'self-Oatte1y' of subjects, as Brown (1994: 15 1-152) argued, Myers-Briggs character
types are well-known for their widespread use, not only in determining one's success at
work, in management of lime, in academic pursuits, in marriage, in childrearing, but also in
second/foreign language learning.

Myers-Briggs character types clearly distinguished between the characteristics of extroverts
and introverts as follows:
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Illustration 2. Myers-Briggs Character Types

Extroversion

Introversion

Sociability

Territoriality

Interaction

Concentration

Breadth

Depth

Extensive

Intensive

Multiplicity of relationships

Limited relationships

Expenditure of energies

Conservation of energies

Interest in external events

Interest in internal reactions

Past Achievement in /earning a second/foreign language
A factor closely interacting with attitude and motivation is a learner's past achievement in
learning the language, which obviously influences the way learners perceive themselves as
language learners. Littlewood ( l 984:56) pointed out a factor that was not often seen in
language learning theories as follows:

..... successful learners developed favourable attitudes as the course progressed,
in their turn, these attitudes encouraged more success. One of Bnrstall et al.'s
most confident conclusion is therefore that, in language learning as in other
forms of learning, nothing succeeds like success. The converse of this is, of
course, that failure may produce negative attitudes which may help to breed
further failure.
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Similarly, while discussing motivation in learning a second language, Cook ( 1996:99)
pointed out that high motivation was one factor that caused successful learning and
successful learning might cause high motivation. This interaction clearly indicated the role of
past achievement in enhancing motivation, which would gradually help the learner to
succeed in learning English as a second/ foreign language.

Learning Conditions
Achievement of the various possible outcomes in second language learning depended greatly
on fulfilling a number of learning conditions. Spolsky (1992: 16-25), without formalization,
proposed a model of language learning conditions, and suggested multiple paths to a complex
set of outcomes. The learning conditions in his interactive model included scocial context,
attitudes, motivation, personal characteristics such as age, personality, capabilities, and
previous knowledge, learning opportunities, which collectively determined linguistic and
nonlinguistic outcomes for the learner. Refer to fllustration 3, pg.33.

According to Spolsky (1992: 14), some were necessary conditions without which learning
was impossible. Many others were graded conditions, in which there was a relationship
between the amount or extent to which a condition was met and the nature of the outcome.
Others were typicality conditions, which applied typically but not necessarily. All of this
allows, therefore, for the existence of a varied but limited set of alternative paths to the
various possible outcomes.

JO
Spolsky ( 1992: 15) pointed out that there were many ways to learn languages and many ways
to teach them, and some ways work with some students in some circumstances and fail with
others. Therefore, language teachers should be open to new proposals and be flexible to the
needs of their students and the changing goals of their course. The importance of creating the
'right' conditions for productive learning process is in the core of situativity theory:

"Situativity theory points to the need to anchor knowledge acquisition in
authentic real-life social and physical contexts that are representative of
the situations in which learners will have to apply and use their knowledge
and cognitive skills afterwards." (De Corte, Jan,200 l)

This perspective is highly relevant in English classes, where learners are prepared to use the
acquired language in real-life social and physical contexts. Given the 'right' learning
conditions, learning English will be more effective and productive for the language learners.

Opportunities and Exposure
The majority of students in countries where English is learned as a foreign language rarely
have the opportunities to learn it in authentic situations. Without such opportunities, getting
enough exposure to English in informal situations is not possible if a language learner is to be
successful. The next step is in taking advantage of the opportunities available.

Spolsky (1992:26) roughly grouped opportunities for language learning into formal and
infornial situations. Formal situations were the various institutionalized educational
opportunities provided by a society for language learning. The availability of fonnal or
informal learning opportunities (ranging from formal instruction to exposure to the language-
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in-use itself) also depended on the social context. The social context, together with parents'
rationales, goals and priorities modified by any independent ideology of the school offering
the program, detennined the school's rationales, goals, and priorities that accounted for
fonnal learning opportunities (Spolsky, 1992:26). lnfonnal situations were available in
different kinds and amounts according to social conditions, which detennined the potential
opportunities for a learner to interact with speakers and writers of the target language. Thus,
the social context determined the actual nature of possibilities for social intercourse and other
communicative transactions (Spolsky, l 992:26). The following are some of Spolsky's
language learning conditions related to opportunities and exposure.

"Condition 59
Opportunity for Contextual Embedding condition (necessary, graded):
Learning a language involves an opportunity to learn how its elements
are embedded in linguistic and nonlinguistic contexts.
Condition 62
Opportunity for Practice condition (necessary, graded): Learning a language
involves an opportunity for the new skill to be practised; the result is fluency.
Condition 63
Communication condition (typical of natural learning, graded): The language
is being used for communication.
Condition 64
Learning Goal condition (typical of formal learning, graded): The language is
being used so that it can be learned.
Condition 65
Fluent Speaker condition (typical of natural learning, graded):
Many speakers in the environment are fluent and native.
Condition 51
Exposure condition (necessary, graded): The more time spent learning any
aspect of a second language, the more will be learned."

The above-mentioned conditions illustrate the importance of practice and the use of language
with fluent speakers for communication in linguistic and nonlinguistic contexts as well as

.12

spending more time to have more exposure to English. If learners made the most of the
'right' conditions, they would likely be successful in learning English.

The i11terrelatio11ship of learning co11ditio11s i11 social context, attitudes a11d motivation a11d
learner characteristics

According to Spolsky ( 1992:26), second language learning of any kind took place in a social
context, which was the first cluster of conditions. The social contexts of both the family and
the community, city, and state were relevant. The social context included components such as
the roles of the target language in the community and in the home, and the general perception
of values of the target language. The conditions described by Spolsky for social context led
to a learner's attitude relative to the community speaking the target language and attitude
relative to the learning situation. These two kinds of attitudes and specific learning goals led
to the development of motivation on the part of the learner.

The second cluster comprised conditions of the learner. The language learner brought a
number of capabilities and a body of previous knowledge and experience to the language
learning task. A combination of learner factors such as previous knowledge, age, language
learning aptitude, learning style and strategies, and personality factors accounted for the use
the learner makes, consciously or unconsciously, of the socially provided formal or informal
learning opportunities. The interplay between language learner and learning opportunity
determined the learner's success in achieving the linguistic outcomes and nonlinguistic
outcomes (Spolsky, 1992: 27). This model is illustrated in Jllustration 3, Pg. 33.
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Illustration 3. A model of foreign/second language learning

I

Social context

I

Leads to

I

Attitudes

I

I

I

Which appear in the !earner as

I

Motivation

I

I

which joins with other personal characteristics

l

I

Age

I

Personality

I

I

Capability

I

Previous knowledge

I makes of the available

all of \Vhich explain the use the learner

Learning opportunities (fonnal or informal)

I

the interplay between learner and

situation determining

Linguistic and non-linguistic outcomes for the
learner

I

I
I

Learning Process
The major components

or the learning process are

learning styles and learning strategies of

learners. Brown 2 ( 1994: 192) clearly distinguished styles from strategies as follows:

"Styles, whether related to personality (e.g., extroversion, self-esteem, anxiety)
or to cognition (e.g., left/ right brain orientation, ambiguity tolerauce,
field sensitivity) characterize the consistent and rather enduring traits,
tendencies, or preferences that may differentiate you from another person.
Strategies, on the other hand, are specific methods of approaching a problem
or task, modes of operation for achieving a particular end, or planned
designs for controlling and manipulating certain information. Strategies are
widely within an individual, while styles are more constant and predictable."

Learning Styles
A similar definition of learning style by Keefe, as Brown (1994:105) noted, was "cognitive,
affective, and physiological traits that are relatively stable indicators of how learners
perceive, interact with, and respond to the learning environment." This definition implied a
reflective style, which grows out of a reflective personality and a reflective mood; and an
impulsive style, which arises out of an impulsive emotional state. Despite the very long list

of learning styles identified by several renowned researchers, only a few styles have received
the attention of second language researchers in recent years.

Brown (1994:193) discussed Ll1e ability of successful language learners, who were aware of
personality and cognitive characteristics or tendencies that led to success in language
learning, to manipulate style and strategy level in their routine encounter with the target
language. Chief style factors were clearly illustrated in Brown's "Ten Commandments" as
follows:
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Illustration 4. "Ten Commandments" for Good Language Learning

---···--------------------TEACHER'S VERSION

-----·------··-~

LEARNER'S VERSION

-----------

Lower inhibitions
Encourage risk-taking
Build self-confidence
Develop intrinsic motivation
Engage in cooperative learning
Use right-brain processes
Promote ambiguity tolerance
Practice intuition
Process error feedback
Set personal goals

------------·-~

Fear not
Drive in
Believe in yourself
Seize the day
Love thy neighbor
Get the BIG picture
Cope with chaos
Go with your hunches
Make mistakes work FOR you
Set your own goals

Language learning styles are closely related to personality types. Richards and Lockhart
(1994:59-60) elaborated on such a relationship, giving the following examples:
"Some people like to work independently, while others prefer working in a
group.
Some people like to spend a lot of time planning before they complete a task,
while others spend little time planning and sort out problems that arise while
they are completing a task.
Some people can focus on only one task at a time, while others seem to be able to
do several different tasks at the same time .
Some people are uncomfortable in situations where there is ambiguity or
uncertainty, while others are able to handle situations where there is
conflicting information and opinions.
When solving problems, some people are willing to take risks and to make
guesses without worrying about the possibility of being wrong, while others
try to avoid situations where there is such a risk.
Some people learn best when they use visual cues and write notes to help
them remember, while others learn better through auditory learning
without writing notes."
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The other language learning styles, as Richard and Lockhart ( 1994:60) further illustrated,
were: (a) a concrete learning style, (b) an analytical learning style, (c) a communicative
learning style, and (d) an authority-oriented learning style. On the other hand, the learning
styles discussed by Brown ( 1994: I04) were: (a) rield independence, (b) left and right-brain
functioning, (c) ambiguity tolerance,(d) reflectivity and impulsivity, and (e) visual and
auditory styles. However, no particular learning style could be claimed as the most superior
one because every style has its own strength and weakness. The important thing must be to
make the right choice from a variety of styles matching one's personality.

Learning Strategies
Learning strategies, as defined by Oxford (1990:8), were specific actions taken by the learner
to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-directed, more effective, and more
transferable to new situations. This definition illustrated the broad goal of communicative
competence in authentic communication.

In addition, Oxford (I 990:9) summarized the

features of language learning strategies in Illustration 5, Pg.37.
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Illustration 5. Language learning strategies

LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES
Contribute to the main goal, communicative competence.
Allows learners to become more self-directed.
Expand the role of teachers.
Are problem-oriented.
Are specific actions taken by the learner.
Involve many aspects of the learner, not just the cognitive.
Support learning both directly and indirectly.
Are not always observable.
Are often conscious.
Can be taught.
Are flexible.
Are influenced by a variety of factors

Good language learners are believed to use a variety of strategies that are appropriate for
them. With such a view in mind, Stern (1994:411) outlined four basic sets of strategies which
hypothesized that good learners were likely to employ, less efficient learners might employ
them only weakly, might fail to maintain them concurrently, or might fail to develop them
altogether:
(1) Good learning involves first of all an active planning strategy.

(2) The good language learner employs an 'academic' (explicit) learning
strategy.
(3) Good language learners are likely to employ a social learning strategy.
(4) Finally, good language learners use an affective strategy.
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Learners of different languages from different educational and cultural backgrounds. and of
different age and maturity levels, are likely to learn languages with different degrees of skill
in applying these strategies.

In a different way of classifying strategies, Oxford ( 1990: 14-15) divided them into

rwo

major classes: direct and indirect strategies that supported each other. The direct group was
composed of memory strategies for retrieving new information, cognitive strategies for
understanding and producing the language, and compensation strategies for using the
language despite knowledge gaps. The indirect class was made up of meta-cognitive
strategies for coordinating the learning process, affective strategies for regulating emotions,
and social strategies for learning with others. Moreover, OxJord ( 1990: 16) pointed out the
large overlap that naturally existed among the strategies. For example, the meta-cognitive
category helped learners to regulate their own cognition by assessing how they are learning
and by planning for future language tasks, but it required reasoning, which is itself a
cognitive strategy.

However, Oxford (1990: 16) cautioned that the current understanding of language learning
strategies was still in its infancy, and any existing system of strategies was only a proposal to
be tested through practical classroom use and through research.

Learner Autonomy
One of the most important tasks of teachers is to teach students how to learn so that they wil I
be prepared for life long learning. "Learning how to learn" is particularly important for
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language learners. who are lo apply their language skills in real life. In exploring learner
attitude towards autonomy, Wenden ( l 991 :53-55), in the study of two language learners.
reported that:

"Autonomous learners are willing to take on responsibility for their learning:
they see themselves as having a crucial role in their language learning. In
addition, autonomous !earners are self-confident learners: they believe in
their ability to learn and to self-direct or manage !heir learning."

[f students have to become life-long learners responsible for their own progress, they must be
able to manage and monitor their process of knowledge building and skill acquisition (De
Corte, Lecture, Jan 200 I). According to Wenden (1991 :27-28), it was generally assumed that
autonomous learners used meta-cognitive strategies or self-management strategies such as
planning, monitoring, and evaluating strategies.

Based on excerpts from a review of several research reports, Wenden ( 1991: 15) stated that
successful language learners had learned how to learn. had acquired the learning strategies
and the attitudes that enabled them to use these skills and knowledge confidently, flexibly,
appropriately, and independently of a teacher. Moreover, successful learners learned to adopt
strategies themselves, and incorporated monitoring behaviours into their repertoire of
learning skills. In contrast to successful learners, many average and weak learners depended
heavily on teachers for this function. This was perhaps why students encountered difficulty in
college (Wenden, 1990:13). Therefore, Wenden (1991:154) stated that it was very important
to promote learner autonomy in English classes, where:

"the teacher is viewed as a learning facilitator and is expected to be able
to help raise student awareness of their learning strategies, to identify
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successful strategies that learners utilize to adapt language training materials
for use in learner training, to i>rovide students with feedback that will enable
them to determine and correct their own errors and to deve!OIJ the facility to
monitor their use of English."

Apart from strategy training, constructivist pedagogy helped learners 'to take more
responsibility of their own learning, to be autonomous thinkers, to develop integrated
understandings of concepts, and to pose and seek to answer important questions' (ERIC,
ED40074 l 96). Learners can become autonomous through the use of constructivist
instructions in English classes because the characteristics of Constructivism as Kauchak and
Eggen (1998:200) stated are:

(a) they emphasize active student construction of new ideas
(b) lessons are planned so that all new learning is embedded in and dependent
on current understanding
(c) learning is facilitated by social interaction, both between students and
whole-group discussions
(d) !earning is enhanced when new content is embedded in realistic learning
activities

In conclusion, success in learning English as a second/ foreign language depends on a wide
range of factors apart from good language learning aptitude.

There might be individual

differences among those who learn English successfully, but there might be some
commonalties among them which may beco.me useful in expanding the existing knowledge
of language learning.

Cha11ler Ill
RESEARCH DESIGN ANO METHODOLOGY

111e present study was a qualitative 'micro-study' conducted using a multi-case comparative
design, which was emergent, flexible, and responsive to changing conditions as the study
progressed, and focused on holistic descriptions and explanations. Nine individual language
learners were treated as cases which were grouped into three case studies. The patterns
common in individual cases were used to compare and contrast the three case studies. TI1e
subsequent construction of categories and sub-categories was the basis of formulating
hypotheses. Through 'thick description' of the factors being investigated, as many variables
as possible had been analyzed.

Selection of a 'micro-study' was primarily due to the nature of the study and that of the
research questions. Language learning is behavioral, rather than attitudinal. This was the first
and foremost the reason for choosing a 'micro-study'.

The basis of the present study was an investigation of why certain groups of language
learners were successful in mastering the English language while others were not despite
having had the same experience in class. The present study also included consideration of
how factors in social context, learning condition and process, personality and affective
factors, contributed to success in learning English. Theoretically, to answer 'how' and 'why'
research questions, a micro·study with a small number of participants (cases) should be the
choice, according to Merriam (1998:32).

Moreover, the study's research questions required

the investigation or a largely undetermined number or independent variables that would
influence the dependent variable. Such a micro-studv offered "a means of investigating
complex

social

units consisting or multiple

variables or potential

importance

in

understanding the phenomenon. "(Merriam 1998:41)

In addition, a micro-study would illustrate the complexities of a situation which could not be
done through quantitative research such as surveys and experimental studies, which
examined a fixed number of dependent and independent variables.

Furthermore, the present study principally employed an inductive research strategy, aimed
toward

building tentative hypotheses

from

the data collected through

interviews.

observations, and intuitive understandings gained during the study. Although deductive
strategies were used lo corroborate the findings with appropriate evidence, the use of an
inductive strategy was possible only in a qualitative micro-study.

Another reason for choosing a 'micro-study' was the research interest itself; that is.

"in

process rather than outcome, in context rather than a specific variable, in discovering rather
thru1 confirmation" (Merriam 1998: 19)

Also, the knowledge gained from such a micro-study, compared with other types of research
was more concrete, more contextual, and more developed by reader participation and
interpretation Therefore, it was easier lo put such knowledge into practice (Merriam,
1998:31 ).

Not only theoretically but also practically, the choice of a 'micro-study' was significant
regarding the present study, As their class teacher, the present researcher could gel close lo
the participants (cases) through interviews and direct participant observation in a natural
selling, In-depth understanding or the individual language learners came from their thoughts
and feelings expressed during semi-structured and conversational interviews, which was not
possible in experimental studies and surveys which employed derivative data

Consequently, adapting more effective methods of teaching had become easier,

Other

advantages included the participants' better understanding of themselves by recollections of
their experience in learning English, and linking it to personal, social and affective factors,

A 'micro-study' examines a specific instance, but illuminates a general problem Most

importantly, learning what has actually happened in each case might be a study of reality.
which is the strength of a qualitative 'micro-study' and potentially enhances the internal
validity of the study,

Using a multi-case comparative design was essential "to build a general explanation that fits
each of the individual cases even though the cases will vary in their details,'' This design
"highlights both the uniqueness and the commonality of participants' experiences and allow
us to understand each case more fully" (Merriam, 1998:195-196), Studying similarities and
differences among and between the cases leads to finding patterns of variables that
transcended particular cases, Comparing and contrasting patterns might yield categories and
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sub-categories that could answer the research questions. These considerations were also the
basis for the tentative hypotheses.

Moreover, a multi-case comparative design would help "strengthen the precision, the
validity, and the stability of the findings." Last but not least, "the inclusion of multiple cases
is, in fact, a common strategy for enhancing the external validity or generalizability of the
findings" (Merriam 1998:40), although it was not prioritized in the present 'micro-study'.

The present study included the following research design considerations:
I. Controlling language learning aptitude: Use of the Oxford Language Aptitude Test
provided a degree of control of aptitude since the present study focused on social,
affective, personality factors, the learning process and learning condition, but not
on cognitive factors.

2. Grouping the students according to their level of language aptitude so that there
would he three case studies: (a) a case study of successful language learners;
(b) a case study of average language learners and

(c) a case study of weak

language !earners.
3. Selecting at least three participants (casesj for each case study, and applying purposive

selection ofparticipants.
4. Collecting data through semi-struclured and conversational in-depth and focus-gmup

interviews, participant observations, retrospective self-reports.
5. Doing within-case analysis and cross-case analysis:
(a) Descriptions of the differences between the case study of successful language
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learners and the other two case studies
(b) Variations within the case study of successful language learners
(c) Attributes of successful language learners shared by the participants {cases) in the
other two case studies.
6. Building hypotheses based on qualitative analysis of the data.

Selection of Cases
ln many ways, a major trade-off between quantitative methods and qualitative methods is a
trade-off between breadth and depth. Unlike quantitative methods, qualitative methods
typically produce a wealth of detailed data about a much smaller number of cases (Patton
1990: ! 65). Probabi/ily sampling, which would represent 1he whole population, was

irrelevant because the present study was a qualitacive micro study whose primary purpose
was not generalization. The purpose was 'to gain an in-depth understanding of the situation
and meaning for those involved' and the research interest was in 'process rather than
outcomes, in context rather than a specific variable, in discovery rather than confirmation'
(Merriam 1998: l 9). To serve this purpose, case selection in qualitative studies was

'nonrandom, purposefid' and !he number of cases is 'small, as opposed to the larger. more
random sampling of quantitative research' (Merriam 1998:8). What was required was 'an
adequate number <~fparticipants to answer !he research questions' of the study.

Case selection for the present study was done at two levels. Prior to the data collection
process, a one-hour, 36-item Oxford Aptitude Test (an adapted version) was given to 19
students enrolled in English I in the first semester of academic year 2000. That particular

class was selected because all o[ the students were rreshmen in that academic vear from
whom data as lo how they learned English al the same previous level (high school) would be
collected. Using the Oxford Aptitude test as an instrument to control for language aptitude.
and to access language learning outcomes, three case studies were identified as ·successful
language learners', 'average language learners' and 'weak language learners·. using the
medians of the scores and the outcomes of the aptitude test.

Then, the second level of case selection was conducted using a set of criteria. The present
study was to explore the uniqueness and commonalties of the selected information rich cases
that were theoretically relevant lo the study. According to Le Compte and Preissle (1993:57),
selection required only that the researcher delineated precisely the relevant phenomenon for
investigation, used criteria based on theoretical or conceptual considerations, personal
curiosity, empirical characteristics, or other considerations. Initially, three cases were
selected for the case studies of 'successful learners' and 'weak learners', and four cases were
selected for the case study of' average learners'. One average learner was not included in the
later stages or data collection due to loss of contact. However, the rest continued their
cooperation. The selection of the cases was based on the following criteria as follows:
(a) All of the participants were Thai nationals so that they represented the rnajoritv of
students at Assumption University.
(b) In all three case studies, both males and females were selected in order to reduce
possible gender bias.
(c) All participants were informed of the purpose or the present study in accordance with
research ethics.

(d) All participants willingly look part in the present studv.

(e) All participants could communicate in English.

Instrumentation
To measure the 'Dependent Vanable· (Leaming outcomes), a standardized Oxford Language
Aptitude Test was used. The aptitude test was also employed to identify the three groups
according to their scores, which were then divided into three groups by using median as a
measure of central tendency. Initially, five students with the highest scores were put in !he
successful learners· group. others with the lowest scores in the weak learners' group, while
the rest of the nine in the average learners' group. After selecting three to four cases from
each group based on the criteria, they were categorized as case studies of 'successful
learners·, 'average learners' and 'weak learners'. A description of the Oxford Aptitude Test
is as follows:
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Illustration 6. Description

or the Oxford Language Aptitude Test

Test task descriptions

Ability assessed

Learn and recall words m an invented
language.

Memory ability: the capacity to memorize
and recall words in a new language.

Translate a short sentence in the invented
language into English.

ll1e ability to pay attention to
morphological, syntactic, and semantic
features of a language.

Translate a short English sentence into
the in vented language.
Recognize the syntactic functions of
words in sentences

The 'independent variables' in the present study were all qualitative in nature, so they
were not quantifiable. They were taken as the conditions under which the different
learning outcomes took place.

Three major methods used to collect qualitative data were:
(a) semi-structured in-depth interviews and focus-group interviews
(b) participant observations
(c) analysis of documents (student journals, extroversion/ introversion tests, learning
style checklists right/ left brain dominance tests, and strategy inventories for
language learning).

The purpose was lo strengthen the study design. its validity. and the credibility

or the data

Occasional informal conversations with the participants (cases) on campus allowed for the
checking

or consistency

in data obtained through mterviews and enhanced the process of

capturing the complex language learning experiences. The participants· continuous
cooperation in the following semester (2i2000) yielded more relevant data for the present
study. Furthermore, using different sources of information increased the probability of
obtaining information in a comprehensive manner.

The questions asked during the interviews included Experience/Behaviour Questions,
Opinion/Value Questions, Feeling Questions, Knowledge Questions, and Background
Questions in order to explore the participants' attitudes and experience relative to their
English language learning histoiy. Occasional use

or

presupposition lead-in questions

provided a stimulus that prompted the participants to mentally access their responses
comfortably (Patton, !990: 365) Great care was taken that the questions were open-ended.
neutral, singular and dear, and avoided dichotomous questions, multiple questions, and
leading questions as much as possible. This was to ensure that the participants could use
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dimensions. themes, images and words lo describe their feelings, thoughts, experiences
through in-depth descriptive details.

Demographic data were collected by means of self-report data sheets, which included age:
nationality; gender; first language; father's occupation, income, and education: mother's
occupation, income, and education. Some factors such as time spent on learning in class, time
spent on learning outside of class, time spent on self- study, favorite means of learning, other
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means or learning English. and class sizes in primarv school and in secondarv school \\ere
also among the items on the data sheet

Factors in a social context were mainly collected through individual in-depth interviews
and focus group interviews.

Affective and personality ractors (altitude, motivation, anxiety, self-esteem, and tolerance
of ambiguity) were obtained from semi-structured in-depth and focus group interviews.
Being the participants' teacher afforded the present author ample opportunities for
participant observations in class, and enhanced the validity of the data concerning
personality and affective ractors. Data relative to e:-ztroversion/ introversion were
collected by interviews, and triangulated with participant observations and extroversion/
introversion tests.

Learning conditions (procedures, materials, evaluation, classroom atmosphere, and
learning opportunities) in the previous (high school) level were investigated through indepth and focus group interviews and student journals as participant observation was not
possible.

Data concerning learning styles were gathered through semi-structured in-depth interviews,
learning style checklists, and lert/ right brain dominance tests. To find out about learning
strategies, in-depth interviews and strategy inventories were used.
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instrument that is sensitive to underlying meaning when gathering and interpreting data. A
human instnunent, responsive to context and able to adapt techniques to the circumstances,
was best suited for this task because interviewing, observing, and analyzing were activities
central to qualitative research (Merriam 1998: 1-7). Asking similar questions using different
wording while exploring different factors made consistency checks possible, and thus helped
strengthen the internal validity of the collected data.

Collection of Data
The Oxford Language Aptitude was administered in June, 2000 to collect data on language
learning outcomes which were also used to identify the three case studies, namely,
'successful language learners', 'average language learners' and 'weak language learners'.
Forming the three groups according to the scores is contained in tables in the appendix.

The first round of (in-depth) interviews was conducted in June and July 2000. Tape-recorded
interviews were transcribed with the help of written notes. Informal data analysis started after
reading the transcripts in order to plan for the second round of mterviews (focus group
interviews) in August and September. With more data in the transcripts, informal data
analysis was continued in order to formulate semi-structured interview questions for the third
round of interviews, in-depth interviews, which were conducted in January and February of
2001.

After the first round of interviews, participant observations were conducted in order to record
the learning behaviour of the participants. Field notes on first-hand accounts of participant
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After the first round of interviews, participant observations were conducted in order to record
the learning behaviour of the participants. Field notes on first-hand accounts of participant
observations were written after almost every class during Semesterl/2000. Several entries
from student journals were also helpful in checking the consistency of the data gained
through interviews and participant observations.

Treatment of Data
Data for the dependent variable, scores on Oxford Language Aptitude test, were grouped
using the median of scores as a measure of central tendency. This brought about the
identification of three case studies.

The interview transcripts were read and reread to make notes in the margins, and comments
on the data. At the end of every interview transcript, an analytical memo was written. It was
to capture reflection, tentative themes, hunches, and ideas of the researcher and things to
pursue. Then, the text data were divided into analytically meaningful segments, which
revealed information relevant to the study and stimulated the reader to think beyond the
particular bit of information. The data segments were compared and contrasted within each
case to look for recurring patterns. Then, recurring patterns in the successful language
learners' case study were compared and contrasted with those of other case studies. This
process yielded subcategories that were later placed under categories constructed in the
conceptual framework. Reviewing literature at this stage enhanced the subcategory
construction.

SJ
Meanwhile, observer's comments were also written to stimulate critical thinking about what
was observed during particular classes.

Together with the results of extroversion/

introversion tests, left/right brain dominance tests, learning style checklists, learning strategy
inventories, the observer comments were used to cross-check the comments and hunches in
the analytical memos.

Chapter IV
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
A simple quantitative analysis conducted on the dependent variable (aptitude test scores)

provided a clear, summarized description of the raw data by computing the mean, median,
mode, and the standard deviation of the test scores. 1l1e median was chosen as a measure of
central tendency of the lest scores because the scores were not distributed normally, and five
different scores turned out to be modes. Ibe scores around the median formed the average
learner group and those higher or lower than the scores of the average learner group fell into
two other groups: a successful language learner group and a weak language learner group. A
purposive selection of the cases was conducted in order to conduct an in-depth study of
information-rich cases.

Since the present study employed a multi-case comparative design, there were two stages of
analysis: within-case and cross-case. In the former, as Merriam ( l 998: l 94-195) explained,
each case was first treated as a comprehensive unit in and of itself, and the data was analyzed
and triangulated within the integrity of that case. Cross-case analysis among the three cases,
then, conceptualized the data from all of the cases, leading to building abstractions across the
cases. Merriam ( 1998: 195) cited Miles and Huberman in explaining cross-case analysis as an
attempt to see processes and outcomes that occur across many cases, to understand bow they
were qualified by local conditions, and thus developed more sophisticated descriptions and
more powerful explanations. It was also recommended that the complex configuration of
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process within each case be carefully looked at, and the local dynamics understood, before
patterns of variables that transcended particular cases could be uncovered.

A qualitative analysis of the data relative to social context, learner characteristics. learning
conditions and learning process was conducted at three levels: descriptive accounts, category
construction, and hypothesis building. Inductive reasoning, description, and interpretation
would subsequently yield abstract concepts transformed from concrete bits of data both in
within-case and cross-case analyses. Great caution was taken in interpreting the data. The
researcher's detachment from the participants, and recognition of her biases, helped to
minimize the effects of personal bias inevitably reflected in the present study.

Recorded in-depth and focused interviews were transcribed and edited soon after every
round. Informal analysis followed within a few days after transcribing the first round of
interviews in order to determine which type of data was to be collected during the next step.
Interview data were sorted into some relevant categories and sub-categories based on the
study's conceptual framework used as a guideline, along with some emerging categories.

The data placed into those categories and sub-categories were compared and contrasted, first,
within each case study by looking for similarities, then, by constant comparison and contrast,
across the three case studies. As a result, the focus shifted as to how successful language
learners differed from those in the other two case studies were determined. The next two
stages were the analysis of the variation within the case study of successful language learners
and the analysis of the attributions also shared by the cases of average and weak language
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learners with the successful language learners. The final stage was constructing appropriate
tentative hypotheses, which were among the typical fonns of research findings in qualitative
studies.

Presentation of Data
Demographic Data

The participants in the three case studies: (a) the case of successful language learners, (b) the
case of average language learners, and (c) the case of weak language learners, consisted of
five male students and four female students enrolled in the English I course during academic
year I /2000 at Assumption University.

The participants were ail freshmen enrolled in

English I for the first time at Assumption University. They were all 18 years of age, of Thai
nationality, and had the same first language background. Hence, age, and the influence of
first language on the second/ foreign language were not included in the variables analyzed in
the present study.

The relevant data gathered through interviews and participant observations were presented in
thick description in the analysis and interpretation of data. The nature of voluminous
qualitative data did not pennit the presentation of data in the same way as in quantitative
studies.

Analysis and Interpretation of Data
The following are the factors that contributed to language learning success, and findings of
the present study:
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I. Social context
I.Parental support

II. Learner Characteristics (personality and affective factors)
I. Motivation
(a) Attitudes
i. Allitudes towards the whole language learning situation
i i. Integrativeness

(b) Desire to learn English
(c) Effort made to learn English
2. Past achievement in learning English

Ill. Leaming conditions
/. Opportunities to learn English
2. Exposure to English and integration ofthe four skills

IV. Leaming Process
I. Subjects being autonomous in learning English

The analysis of data is presented in four stages:
A. The attributes of success in learning English
B. Variations within the case of successful language learners
C. The attributes of success in learning English shared by average and weak language

Learners
D. Hypotheses based on the empirical data of the present study
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A. The attributes of success i11 le11mi11g E11glis/I
I. Social Context
...,.

::

J. Parental Support

One of lhe contributing factors to language learning success found in the case of successful
language learners was 'active and effective parental support' during their English learning
process. Although parents of average and weak language learners supported them in learning
English, the most 'active and effective parental support' was found only in the case of
successful learners. Parental support varied from hiring a native speaker as a private tutor to
teach at home, initiating enrollment in overseas langiiage courses, helping with homework,
and writing model essays while preparing for English examinations. Successful language
learners related such 'active and effective' parental support in language success as follows:
"My mother was very important. She brought me to Bangkok when there was an
education fair at a hotel. She asked for infonnation from several schools offering
English courses abroad and finally decided to send me to England. She also initiated
my attendance at the recent summer English course in Singapore. My father also helped
me to prepare for English exams. He wrote model essays for me."
"My mom often urged me to learn English. Even when I was in primary school, she
hired a native speaker as my teacher to teach me at home. She also told me to apply
for a scholarship for student exchange programs in England and New Zealand. Alhough
my mom did not teach me, she always wanted me to learn English."

irrespective of their level of education, the parents of successful language learners used a
hand-on approach regarding their children's English studies. In the two other case studies.

5'!

the support from the parents ivas mostly financial. Most of the parents of the other

/ll'O

case

studies paid more alien/ion to their children's studies in general, not particularly to their
learning English, putting more emphasis on their future careers as the weak language
learners stated:
"My mother wanted me to be an accountant like herself. She said the labour market for
accountants was large and I would have a chance to secure a good job."
"My father urged me to take up modeling as a part time job while studying since my
high school days. When I first entered ABAC, my father worried whether I could
adapt myself."

It is clear that the attitudes of most of their parents were very different from those of

successful language learners' parents who had a keen interest in their children's
improvement, particularly in English. Such attitudes led to active and effective parental
support in their children's learning English. In relating parents' attitudes to success, Cook
( 1996: 168) commented that one way of predicting whether students will be successful in
learning a second/ foreign language is "to look not only at the attitudes of the students
themselves, but at those of their parents."

Therefore, one factor that contributed lo the language success of successful language
learners was 'active and effective parental support' in their /earning of English.
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II. Learner Characteristics (personality and affective factors}

r lvfotivation
Among personality and affective factors, the higher level of intrinsic motivation found in
successlul language learners was one of the key factors that significantly contributed to their
language learning success.

According to Spolsky ( 1992: 154), if language learners were

'truly motivated', all three components of motivation: (a) attitudes towards learning the
second language, (b) desire to learn the language. and (c) effort made to learn the language,
were operational.

Successful language learners in the present study were found to be 'truly motivated' in
learning English, while the average and weak language learners were not. Successful
language learners expressed a very 'good' attitude towards the situation of learning English
and their role in learning English. For example, in their strong desire to learn English during
high school days and the efforts they made both inside and outside of class in learning
English. On the contrary, average and weak language learners' descriptions of attitude
towards learning English were not as positive as those of the successful language learners. In
addition, their desires to learn English and the efforts they made to learn English were
considerably weaker in the case studies of average and weak language learners.

(a) Attitudes

i. Attitudes towards learning English and their role in learning English.
'Good' attitudes towards both learning English and their role in learning English was obvious
in the case of successful language learners:
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"During the time I was taking an English course in Singapore, my listening skill
improved a lot and so did my reading skilL. ..The teachers taught me summary writing,

speaking skill and reading skill, comprehension and how to do exams ..... I did not find
it hard to express my thoughts in simple English."
"(In New Zealand) I spoke only English for communication and other purposes. I was

proud of it. .... Every morning I went to school, studied the same English curriculum
as the students in England were using .... .! spoke English throughout the time! did those
two courses. That helped me improve my speaking skill both in terms of fluency and selfconfidence."

"I had a lot of chance to use English at school. Two years after I joined an
International school in Japan, l became quite confident in using English."

These successful learners fo!t that their English proficiency had significantly improved
during or after those courses. Consequently, a positive attitude toward !earning English
motivated the successful learners to further improve their English proficiency. With constant
or higher levels of motivation, learning English was comparatively more fruitful for the
successful learners. 111eir good and enthusiastic performance in oral presentations and
writing essays in the English I class of the researcher correspondingly proved that they had
very good attitudes toward learning English and in their ability in expressing themselves in
English.

Unlike successful learners, the average and weak learners did not clearly state their degree of
satisfaction after linisbing their English classes or tulorial courses outside of school or
English lessons with lheir private tutors. Some even recalled their dissatisfaction with their
private tutors who taught grammar in preparing them for the university entrance
examinations. Their accounts reflect not-so-good attitudes towards learning English.

Furthermore, the lack of 'good' attitude towards their own role in learning one or more
aspects of learning English was clear in the following words of two average language
learners:
"What we did in English class in high school was not enough. We had to learn outside. I
studied grammar with a tutor 2 hours a week when was in grade 12, but I was bored with
the method the tutor used."
"!was not comfortable in speaking English because I did not know enough words to use

in daily lite."

Similarly, weak language learners did not have a 'good' attitude towards the English
language learning situation and towards their role regarding several aspects of English,
especially in reading and writing. For example:
"When I was in GradelO and Grade 11, my teachers just played audio tapes. We listened
and repeated what we heard. Although my school was known for giving the hardest
English tests in Thailand, the teachers did not teach much. We had to learn English
outside. The teachers gave fill-in-the-blank exercises as homework. The next day, she
would give us answers without explaining why we had such answers. Bui, in grade 12,
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the English teacher used English to teach English. It was hard for me lo understand."
"Reading passages were quite hard for me. I could not understand the reading materials if
I read them by myself."
"Since we did not have writing assignments very often, I would repeat the same facts
that I wrote in the introduction of an essay in the body."
"When I wrote essays, [ might rather fil I one page with my big handwriting. There was
not much substance in my writing."

Based on several studies, Spolsky ( 1992: 149) summarized attitudes that led to motivation
although they did not have a direct influence on language learning, proposed an attitude
condition as one of the language learning conditions that favoured learning English as stated
in Condition 53: "Attitude condition (typical, graded): A learner's attitude affects the
development of motivation." (Spolsky 1992: 150)

Moreover, in discussing Gardner's socio-educational model, Spolsky ( 1992: l 55) summed up
that a student's motivation was influenced by two kinds of attitudes: attitude toward the
language learning situation and integrativeness. Both

kind~

of attitudes were found to have

determined the markedly higher level of motivation in the case study of successfal language
learners than in the case studies ofaverage and weak language learners.

ii. lntegrativeness

Despite the common instrumental motivation to use English in farthering their studies
abroad in English-speaking countries after graduation, and the desire to secure goodjobs
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lvith international co11111anies as jhund in all three case stzuiies, integrative n1otiva1ion

relative to successful learners played an important role in learning English. While learning
English in schools or language schools, they socialized well with the English-speaking
international communities whether they were in English-speaking countries like the United
States, England, New Zealand, or Asian countries like Japan and Singapore. The successful
language learners recalled their use of English for communication and socialization in the
English- speaking communities:
"(In New Zealand) I stayed with a host family. I spoke only English for communication
and other purposes ..... "
"During the first three weeks, l stayed with a host family. Then [ moved to a boarding
school, sharing a room with a German student. At the boarding school, we communicated
in English."
"Since the students came from different parts of the world, we used English for
communication

apart

from academic purposes. Everyone

school. We played basketball

knew

each other

and other extracurricular activities together. [t

at
was

fun."

Naturally, such integrative motivation stemmed from a 'good' attitude towards the people in
the English speaking community. Successful language learners recalled:
"It seemed the locals were interested in our group of Asian students. They were friendly.
If I have a chance to further my studies, l will choose New Zealand."
"The host family was very kind. Sometimes they took us around the town. And I had a
chance to speak English with them all the time."
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171e 'good' attitude towards the people in the English-speaking community and the desire

lo

socialize in the f!:nglish-s1Jeaking conununity co/lective!JJ provhled }Or integrative tnotivation,

which enhanced their instrumental motivation

lo

use English as a tool in studies and injob

opportunities. In the present study, the successful language learners quoted above used
English to socialize with others in English-speaking communities without expressing any
desire to find out about the local culture, or to integrate themselves within the culture of the
country they were studying English in.

This attitude was not in agreement with Gardner and Lambert's definition of Integrative
Motivation, which included the desire to integrate oneself within the culture of the second
language group, and to identify oneself with and become part of the society. Also, a similar
attitude was found in Graham's definition, which included interest in finding out about
culture ofa second language group, as discussed in Brown's (1994: 155) study.

Gardner and Lambert's definition of a learner with integrative motivation, as used in
Littlewood's (l 984:56) explanation, was as follows:
"A learner with integrative motivation has a genuine interest in the second language
community. He wants to learn their language in order to communicate with them more
satisfactorily and to gain closer contact with them and their culture."

Addressing the unsettled issue of what integrativeness means, Richard-Amato ( 1996:82)
raised a question about the definition of integration. She· asked if integration meant to
become part of the target language group or just to socialize on a casual basis with its
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members. In an apparent attempt lo settle this issue, Brown (1994:155) argued that " ..... one
can be integratively oriented without desiring to 'lose oneselr in the target language culture."

Although the present study focused primarily on writing and reading skills, successful
language learners' motivation to develop the pronunciation and semantic aspects of speaking
skill was crystal clear based on the following retrospective view:
"The English-speaking movies without subtitles helped me improve my listening and
speaking skill. I listened to the pronunciation and the natural conversation of the native
speakers. It was not like listening to the teachers. They spoke slowly because they were
worried that we wouldn't understand their words."

Such motivation apparently helped them to improve other English language communication
skills.

(b) Desire to learn English
A stronger desire to learn English was another key attitude resulting in language learning
success. Irrespective of the underlying reasons, successful language learners illustrated their

strong desire to learn English before the upper intermediate level:
"Since I was young, I've always wanted to be good at English to make up for my
weakness in mathematics. I wanted to be able to use English well in order to
communicate with people from other countries and to study abroad."
"Jn Grade 9, I came to realize that English was very important, because it was used
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around the world to communicate effectively and to do business. I wanted to help my
parents with my knowledge of English in their automotive business. And, I started
to like English. Then I found it interesting ..... ! knew that English was the medium of
communication and study all over the world. I wanted to improve my proficiency to
upgrade myself up to the international level."

In contrast, the expression of a desire to learn English was relatively weaker in the case
studies of average and weak language learners:
"English was hard for me. 1 was happy when the teacher was absent. Sometimes I slept
in English class."
"When 1 was assigned to read a short story, 1 would read only the short captions below
the pictures."

Such accounts are in contrast to those of the successful language learners. Therefore, it

was reasonable to conclude that a strong desire to learn English was behind the high
motivation ofsuccessful language learners.

(c) Efforts made to learn English

The successjiJ/ language learners appeared to devote considerably more

~ffort

to language

/earning than the average and weak language learners did. During their high school days,
either in school or at a language center, they spent more time and effort in preparing for tests
while taking their English courses. Their high enthusiasm in recalling experiences also
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demonstrated the substantial effort they made to learn English, which indicated their high
level of motivation:
"We read books, discussed things in class, look part in speech contests and debates.
and wrote a lot of essays. We did a lot of group work. We also had vocabulary
study, dictation, and presentation."
"In Singapore, I spent quite a lot of time doing self-study intensively ..... ! also spoke
to friends and learned from them when I was in England and Singapore. When I said
anything using incorrect grammar, they would tell me that l was wrong. Then
improved my

English .... .!

learned English from 9:00 to 12:00 from Monday to

Friday .... .! listened to English songs .... .! often went to see (English-speaking) movies
with friends."
"At the International school I went to in Japan, we didn't have any major exam. There
were only small tests. The test items were essay, grammar, reading comprehension,
and listening comprehension. We had such tests almost every week ...... On weekends, I
would do homework of English and other subjects and watched (English -speaking)
movies. They helped me with listening apart from listening to lectures at school."

These participants obviously made a considerable effort concentrating on learning English
throughout their high school days. This indicated a higher level of intrinsic motivation in the
case of successful language learners relative to the average and weak learners who had not
studied English very intensively during their past English learning. The average and weak

learners simply learned English mainly for academic studies for short-term goals, that is, to
be able to pass English examinations. Though they all acknowledged the usefalness of
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English, they did not exert much e[fiu·t in learning English. The weak language learners made
the least effort to learn English, just enough to pass an examination, because they probably
had stronger interests in nonacademic pursuits. Weak language learners admitted:
"l usually started preparation for an English exam two days before the exam day. I
studied English just enough to pass the exam. Afler that, 1 forgot all."
"lfl had the English exam tomorrow 1 would start reading the passages today, trying
to understand the ideas in the passages. I would look up the meaning of the vocabulary."

Similarly, average language learners affirmed that they did not expend much effort either
before or during learning English at the upper intermediate level:
"l spent four or five days for preparation before the English exams. During the first one or
two days, l would read the lessons roughly, and on the last two days I would read them
more specifically."

Based on the above evidence, it can be concluded that, in learning English, the motivation of
successfal language learners was relatively higher than that of average and weak language
learners.

In summary, one's allitude toward the learning situation, and role in learning English,
integrativeness, desire lo learn English, and effort made to learn English, probably underlied
the stronger intrinsic motivation that led successful language learners to succeed in learning
English at the upper intermediate level.
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1lnother _/Octor thal h1teracted tvith their intrinsh: n1otivation H as their JJast achieven1e11t in
1

/earning English, which substa/1/ially increased boosted their self-esteem and resulted in
continued success.

2. Past achievement in learning English
The successfi1I language learners had experienced some degree of achievement in learning
English, varying from earning a high score on English tests, earning a high score on the
English test part of a university entrance examination, to a poem being published
internationally in a book. A successful language learner said:
"[always received good grades in English when [was in high school and that encouraged
me to do better."

Another successful language learner proudly recollected:
"[n grade l 0 [ earned an award in ESL class. Every student was required to write a poem
and they were sent lo a contest on a web site. One of my poems was chosen for
publication and I was really excited about it. It was written about my childhood
experience of being stuck in the bathroom, and playing with soap."

Moreover, successful learners felt that successful completion of overseas English courses or
schooling was their achievement. Such past achievement in learning English was a source of
pride that boosted their self-esteem in learning and using English, and consequently
enhanced their confidence in learning and using English:
"The greatest benefit from my high school days in Japan was my ability to use English
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quite well."
"I think my speaking skill greatly improved (after taking an English course in New
Zealand)."

These statements reflected self confidence in language use during the interviews, as shown in
the discussions of their positive attitudes towards their role in learning English. ll1is
corresponded to the data collected by participant observations conducted by the researcher
for one semester as their English teacher. Their confidence in learning and using English was
obvious during class discussions. They never failed to show interest in class and to lead in
group discussions. Their enthusiastic involvement in class work correspondingly illustrated
their accumulative and sustained motivation, and responsibility for their own learning.

This is consistent with the conclusion made in Littlewood's ( 1984:56) argument on attitudes
toward language learning:
" ..... successful learners developed favorable attitudes as the course progressed, in their
turn, these attitudes encouraged more success. One of Burstall et al.'s most confident
conclusion is therefore that, in language learning as in other forms of learning,
'nothing succeeds like success'."

In conclusion, in the present study, past achievement in English learning history ofsuccessfal
language learners is one of !he factors that contributed to their language success.
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IH. Learning Conditions
I. Opportunities to learn English
Successfal language learners had opportunities to learn English in English speaking
communities, where they used it not only for their studies, but also in their communications
and socialization with the people around them. All the participants in the case of successfol
learners considered those opportunities to be significant in their history of English learning.
While learning English in English-speaking communities, they could not afford to let
communications break down. They had no other language choice except English to use inside
and outside of class:
"With English-speaking people around me, the only means of communication was
English."
"When I was m an international school in Japan, I spoke English all the time at school
since there weren't

any Thai students enrolled. There were

American, Korean,

Japanese and other foreign nationals."

Brown's discussion (1994: I 72) citing Clarke, pinpointed how communication needs a push
by a language learner to devote as much effort as possible to use a language.

"Virtually every encounter with people in a foreign culture is an 'intense
relationship' in which tremendous effort is expended to keep communication
from breaking down."

Accordingly, the language learning condition itself forced them to use only English, which
helped them to practice using English that they have acquired or learned over time. This was
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relevant to Spolsky's (1994:170) "Opportunity for Practice" condition, which was used to
analyze the issues concerned with the values of formal and informal opportunities:

"Condition 62
Opportunity for Practice condition (necessary, graded): Learning a language
involves an opportunity for the new skills to be practiced; the result is fluency."

To a large degree the opportunity to learn and use English in an authentic communicative
atmosphere was a significant influencing factor in language learning. Furthermore, the
importance of authentic, real-life social and physical learning conditions was highlighted in
De Carte's (special lecture, 17 Jan, 2000) explanation of Situativity Theory:

Situativity theory points to the need to anchor knowledge acquisition in
authentic, real-life social and physical contexts that are representative
of the situations in which learners will have to apply and nse their knowledge
and cognitive skill~ afterwards.

Tbe essence of situativity theory lies in creating activities that prepare students for dealing
with real-life problems they may encounter outside of school. One difficulty in this study was
to determine specifically whether formal learning situations provided such opportunities to
successful learners. Nonetheless, in informal learning situations, they had opportunities to
learn English in authentic, real- life social and physical contexts and applied their acquired
language afterwards both in spoken and written forms.

In addition, successful learners had occasional opportunities to use English that varied from
helping their parents communicate with foreign clients to working for an international
conference. Such occasional opportunities allowed them to use English for practical,
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meaningful communication when they went back home. They enjoyed such opportunities and
look pride in them as illustrated by the following accounts:

"Last October. I worked for lhe Microsoft Company as a receptionist at the annual
seminar. It was an international seminar, so I gained some experience in dealing
with people coming from international companies. l hope to have similar opportunities in
the future."
"I helped my parents sometimes in their communication with business partners in Japan."
"We sometimes had foreign customers coming to purchase glass sheets from us. Then, my
father needed my help to communicate with them in English."

However. such opportunities were not readily avoilable to average and weak language
learners. Allhough they had taken English courses that focused on communication skills,
!heir practice was mainly limited to the classroom,

Only having opportunities to study English abroad, by itself, does not explain the language
success of the successful language learners in the present study. The fact was that they made
the most of the time during English courses that significantly contributed to their language
success. Although the duration of the English courses varied, they had taken advantage of
opportunities to use English both for academic purposes and in social settings outside of class
and school. They used English for meaningful communicative purposes either with their host
families or with classmates and friends. Their extensive use of English during that time made
a significant contribution to their success in learning English at the upper intermediate level.
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In sharp contrast, there were no such opportunities avaliable to learn and use English
available for most of the average and weak learners. Even though some participants in these
two cases came from English medium high schools, where there were some opportunities to
use English in the school community, their use of English was minimal as they opted to use
their mother tongue for communication:
"In high school, I learned all the subjects in English. My teachers spoke English. Many
teachers

were

from

other countries

such as the

Philippines,

fndonesia, and

Myanmar, but f spoke a little bit of English. I spoke to the teachers only when l had
problems or something to say to them."

At times, they tried to use English in their occasional brief communication with tourists. Still,

it was not enough for them to improve their English, as it was not much more than telling
them the way to or recommending a restaurant.

Based on the above evidence, it was reasonable to conclude that opportunity alone was not
the most significant factor because many students who went to overseas schools, or took

English courses abroad, still failed to improve their English. The successful language

learners in the present study not only had had oppartunity to learn English in Englishspeaking communities, but also had made the most of every opportunity they had in hand,
learning English in a responsible manner, and using it in authentic, real-life physical and
social contexlv. That was the most significant factor enabling them to succeed in language
learning.
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2. Exposure to English and integration o/the jiJUr skills
Since high school, the successful language learners have had continuous or continual
exposure to spoken and written English in English speaking communities. With a natural
language framework, integrating the four skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing)
was not difficult, and thus it should have come naturally for the students (Richard-Amato,
1996:64). In relation to integration of the four skills, Brown ( 1994:219), based on
observations, pointed out that often one skill would reinforce the others through examples
such as learning to speak by modeling what one heard, and learning to write by examining
what one could read. Apparently, successful language learners benefited from the integration
of the four skills in communicative, interactive frameworks:
"During a six- month English course in Singapore, my teachers taught summary writing.
My listening skill, speaking skill, and reading comprehension skill improved much."
"We read quite a lot of books, discussed the topics in the books in class, took part in
speech contests and debates, and wrote a lot of essays. We took courses like writing for
college and speech practice."

It was not clear what exactly they had learned inside and outside of class, but their exposure

to English in a natural setting outside of class made their learning English easier. The
exposure they had in class was certainly enhanced by the exposure they had in a natural
setting. As the successful language learners stated:
"With English-speaking people around me, the only means of communication was
English. I spoke English throughout those courses."
"I stayed with a host family. I spoke only English for communication and other purposes.
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Then I had another opportunity to study under a student exchange program. There
were about fifteen Thai students then, but we were sent to different parts oflhe town. I
was alone there. Without any Thai students around, l had a lot of chances to use English."

Here, a successful language learner said he had many opportunities to use English at that
time. However, the other way to look at it is that the situation forced him to use English since
there was no other language choice for communication.

In terms of exposure to English in class, the average language learners said that they had
received quite a lot of input about grammar and vocabulary before the upper intennediate
level. The average and weak learners admitted that they did not do much writing during their
high school days although they described the school's English courses as integrated ones.
"In high school, l learned English with three teachers: one class was in grammar, another
was in reading and writing and the last one was in speaking and pronunciation ..... We
had only a bit of writing in English. It was not difficult to understand the English
lessons. There was some explanation in Thai."

Basically, it was hard to detennine the amount and kind of English they were exposed to
inside of class. Some of them had taken conversation courses with native speaking teachers.
Nevertheless, their listening and speaking practice was mostly limited to the classroom
situations. As the average and weak language learners stated:
"In our high school, we had a volunteer teacher who we could practice speaking English
with. We often talked to that teacher, but l did not have any opportunities to speak English
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outside of class."
"When I was in Grade I0, my father enrolled me in an English course at the British
Council to learn about listening and speaking. I learned English there for 2 years until I
finished Grade I I..... The teacher asked us one by one to respond to his questions. The
emphasis was on speaking and listening. I spent 3 hours a week there. After I finished the
course at the British Council, I did not have any chance to speak English outside of class."

Here, one large difference was the lack of exposure to English in a natural setting. In
consequence, the possibility of integration of the four skills in learning English was vague
relative to the case studies of the average and weak language learners.

Without a natural language framework, integrating the four skills might be difficult. The lack
of integration of the four skills by exposure seemed to be an obstruction in their path to
language success. Moreover, h aving very little or no exposure to English in a natural setting
prevented their learning process from being effective. That resulted in weakness in terms of
accuracy, fluency, and applications of what they had learned. A comparison of the evidence

above demonstrated that exposure to English in a natural selling, together with exposure
through class instruction, brought about an integration in the four skills without which
language success was impossible.
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IV. Learning Process

r Subjects being autonomous learners
The English language learning process of successful language learners could be considered
effective largely due to the fact that they were autonomous in learning English. Regarding
the learning styles and learning strategies, there was no uniformity within each case study,
except in the use of a few self-management strategies in the case of successful language
learners. Learning styles and choice of strategies related to their personality to some extent.
Successful language learners utilized some self-management strategies in learning English
together with some cognitive, memory, compensation, affective, and social strategies.
Having the goals of understanding native speakers' conversations at a natural speed and in a
natural setting, and the desire to talk like native speakers, they purposely listened to achieve
them. They also looked for opportunities to use English. As the successful language learners
stated:
"As I told you before, I watched English-speaking movies because f wanted to
understand the conversation of native speakers at normal speed."
"I also learned a lot from movies. I watched them often. Then I wanted to talk like native
speakers. I practiced the sounds .... .! always

tried to be better in English, finding

out through different ways. Before exams, I planned a schedule to have enough time
for preparation. I also looked for opportunities to use or speak English with others
who spoke English."

These accounts clearly indicated their self-management strategies. Such specific goals
preceded the language learning activities, and they were referred to as pre-planning in
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Wenden's (1998:27) study of the self-management of successllil language learners. While
engaging in such activities, planning might go on. This was planning-in-action. Wenden
( 1998: I5) also found out that successful language learners were autonomous learners who
have learned how to learn and use their acquired skill and knowledge confidently, flexibly,
appropriately, and independently of a teacher.

The successfal language learners in the present study learned and used English in a
confident and responsible manner. Apart from doing the assigned work in English class, they
learned English by reading stories of interest, watched movies to improve their listening skill
and to acquire better speaking skills. They believed in their capability to learn:
"I read quite a lot of stories. Among them, I still remember' King Solomon's

Mines'

and 'Robinson Family'. I read the original works, not the abridged versions. I chose
adventure stories. l liked them. Now the

new

adventure stories of Harry Potter

are popular. l asked my brother to send me some. l did not want to read the stories
translated into Thai. I just wanted to read the original ones."

Unlike successful language learners, average and weak language learners were dependent
on jhends and teachers to a large extent. They did not believe much in their ability to learn
English independently. Consequently, they did not al/empt, nor did they initiate, self-study in
learning English. They learned English only in class, and read and wrote only when assigned
to do so. During the several rounds of interviews, weak language learners admitted their
dependence on friends and teachers:
"I found reading quite hard for me. When I was in high school, I could not understand
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the passages if I read them by myself. I usually waited for the teachers to explain. I
just read the materials to pass the exams. After that, I forgot them all. I did not read any
other stories or books apart from the text."
"I never did class work alone. I would see what my friends were saying or writing. I
would ask them to tell me the answer if! was not sure."
"I would not be happy if I were to work alone. I needed someone to help me with class
work when I got into trouble."

Similarly, the average language learners' dependence on friends and teachers was seen in the
following:
"When I had something I did not understand, I would ask my friends

first. lf

I did not understand what they explained, I did not ask the teacher immediately. I
would ask the teacher
though I did

at the end of the class. Sometimes, I didn't care much

not understand. I didn't do much self-study in learning English. I

didn't like reading. Taking English courses and learning from teachers helped me.
If I had not taken any English courses, I would not have known this much."

These self-reports corresponded to their learning behaviour in the English class of the
researcher. Successful language learners never failed to be actively involved in class work
and discussion, and showed responsibility in the learning process. Jn contrast, weak
learners were distracted easily either by their classmates who had occasional chats with
them, or some things of interest such as new mobile phones. During discussions and group
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assignments, they depended a lot on their classmates, especially successful language
learners, who readily took the leading roles in their groups.

From the above evidence, the relevant conclusion here is that being aulonomous in
learning was one of the mos/ significanlfac/ors in language learning success.

B. Variations within the case of the successful language learners
The three successful language learners shared a number of attributes of success in learning
English, but, naturally, not without any individual variations.

I. Social Context

I. Faren/al support
Two participants received their parents' help with homework, while another enlisted his
sister's help because their parents were not able to help him. Though the mother's educational
level kept her from helping him with English homework, she clearly demonstrated her
concern in her son's learning English by hiring a native speaker as a private tutor even in
primary school, and urged him to learn English and to apply twice for a scholarship in
student exchange programs.

The parents of another participant initiated his enrollment in English courses abroad by
travelling to Bangkok from a southern province to gather information and selected the most
suitable courses for their son. He had already received English language instruction at local
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language centers with native speaking teachers since primary school. His father also helped
him with English writing skill by writing model essays for him.

However, with the other participant, it was her father's overseas posting to Japan which gave
her a chance to go to an international school abroad where she learned English in an English·
speaking community. Regardless, her parents' support in her learning English was considered
'active and effective' as they helped her whenever she had problems with her homework.

II. Learner Characteristics

I. Motivation
Underlying their strong instrumental motivation, successtul language learners had different
reasons. Two participants wanted to help their parents' business with their knowledge of
English apart from their own aim to further their studies abroad. One of them wanted to be
good at English to make up for his weakness in mathematics. Another simply mentioned
about job opportunities and furthering her studies abroad.
In this case study, it does not necessarily follow that they were motivated to go abroad to
learn English. In two cases, parents initiated their enrollment in the courses, and in the other,
she had to follow her parents when they moved to Japan. The important point is that their
level of motivation was obviously high in learning English during and after the courses and
after finishing schooling.
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2. Past achievements in learning English
Two participants used high scores or grades as measures of their achievement in learning
English, whereas the other
talked proudly about getting her poem published. In spite of the difference in reason, their
pride of achievement definitely contributed to their success in learning English to some
extent.

III. Learning Conditions

I. Exposure to English and the integration offour skills
A participant who had spent three years in an international school in Japan and another three
years in an international school in Thailand seemed to have had received the largest amount
of exposure to English continuously. Although she had not taken any English courses in the
target language countries, the exposure to English she had in class and in international school
communities brought about success in learning English.

Another participant had benefited from the English medium of instruction in high school as
well as instruction in English courses in local language centers and schools in England and
New Zealand. The overseas English courses lasted only three weeks each. Nonetheless, the
combination of the exposure to English through

formal instruction and in the English

speaking communities equipped him to learn English successfully at the upper intermediate
level. His purposeful listening to English-speaking movies without subtitles seemed to be of
great help in enhancing his exposure to English effectively.
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The other participant had gained exposure to English mainly at local language centers, at a
boarding school in England, and at a language school in Singapore. Reading short stories and
learning from English-speaking movies reinforced the exposure gained through formal
instruction. He believed that the two six-month English courses had helped greatly lo
improve his English since he learned and used English in authentic situations.

Despite the different lengths of time and places, their exposure to English inside and outside
of class in English-speaking communities significantly contributed to success in learning
English. Hence, what matters most in exposure to English is the intensity and quality, not
necessarily the length of time in the target language country, or its location.

C. The attributes of success in learning English shared by the average and weak
language learners
Although the participants in the present study were categorized relative to three different
levels of English language aptitude, in general they all had essential communicative ability in
English. Being placed in the categories of average and weak language learners did not
necessarily imply that the attributes of success in learning English were totally missing in
them. The following attributes of success in learning English were also found in case studies
of average and weak language learners.
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I. Social Context
!. Parental Support

Like the parents of successful language learners, the parents of two average language learners
were interested in their daughters' learning English. The father of one average language
learner had enrolled her in a prestigious language school and her mother, who was also
taking an English course, practised speaking English with her for some time. Another
average language learner mentioned that her mother wanted her to be good in English as
related in the following account:
"My mom knew that English was very important so she sent me to language schools
that were well-known for good English teaching. At that time, I was not very happy
that l had to learn English on weekends. l also had to learn other subjects. But now,
I thank her for sending me to such schools."
"My father had me enroll at the British Council. My mother also wanted me to speak
English well. I practiced speaking with my mom, who was also taking an English
course at another language school."

'Active and effective parental support', as in the case study of successful language learners,
was also seen in the case study of average language learners. This implied that 'active and

effective parental support' was just one factor that interacted with other factors in leading
language learners to success.
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IT. Learner Characteristics

I.Motivation
i. Instrumental motivation

The participants in all of the three cases had intrinsic instrumental motivation in learning
English. All of them realized the importance and usefulness of English for job opportunities.
Like the successful language learners, the average language learners stated their wish to
further their studies abroad:
"I liked to go abroad to do business and to study for a doctoral degree after earning a
master's degree in Thailand."
"I wanted to join

an international program

m a university. I knew

that if I

concentrated more m English class, I would do well in a university. With many
international businesses established in Thailand, l would have more chances to get a good
job when I finished my studies in an international program. It would be helpful when I
had a chance to further my studies in England or America."

It was not easy to measure the intensity of the instrumental motivation found among the

three case studies. However, the evidence indicated that successful language learners had
made more effort to learn English with a stronger desire to learn it. They also had a better
attitude toward the learning situation and their own ability to learn. Moreover, they had
integrative motivation that reinforced their instrumental motivation.

In conclusion, despite the common instrumental motivation, the average and weak language
learners' motivation was no match for that of successful language learners.
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ii. 'Good' attitude toward their role in learning English
Although a 'good' attitude toward one's role in learning English was among the attributes of
successful language learners, such an attitude was also found in an average language learner.
To her, English courses in high school were easy and she never had difficulty at all in doing
them. She even said that it was hard to understand why English was difficult for many other
students at her school as shown in the following account:
"It was not difficult to understand my English lessons. There were some explanations in

Thai. I didn't know why some of my friends failed in English. It was easy

to

understand and to do the exercises ..... In my high school English. was very easy and I
could do it very well."

Another average language learner also seemed to have a 'good' attitude towards her ability
to learn some aspects of English especially grammar. This attitude led to high scores in
grammar tests though she admitted her weakness in other aspects of English as in the
statement below:
"l was good in grammar, not in listening and speaking. When teachers gave exercises on
grammar, I enjoyed doing them. I usually earned good scores in grammar, but not in
listening exercises."

A weak language learner, similarly, had a 'good' attitude towards his speaking skill in
communicating with the native speaking teachers and tourists he occasionally met:
"I could speak English with them during the trip. I liked speaking and listening .... .ln
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Rayong, I often talked with tourists who visited the beach near my home. I gave
them information they needed such as the way to certain places and good restaurants."

TherefiJre. ii can be concluded !hat 'good' allitude toward one's role in learning all or some
aspects of the English language alone was not sufficient enough to cause a high level of
motivalion in bringing abou/ language success.

.,,
iii. Efforts made to learn English
Two average language learners made efforts in learning English as an academic subject to
some extent. Their accounts clearly reflected their efforts in preparing for a university
entrance examination, learning grammar, strncture, vocabulary, and reading comprehension.
They put forth quite a lot of effort in practising with old exam questions and in learning how
to deal with multiple-choice questions:
"While preparing for the entrance exam, I learned English intensively. also gained some
reading comprehension skill from tutorial classes ..... ! reviewed grammar and vocabulary.
I read the passages again so that I could answer questions. I also practiced answering the
old questions ..... The exam papers of the last ten years were available at bookshops. I
learned grammar with a tutor 2 hours a week when l was in Grade I 2 ..... "

Evidently, they equated learning English with learning English through formal instruction in
classrooms. With such a belief, they put forth quite a lot of effort in class, but little or no
effort in learning English through informal real-life situations. This clearly demonstrated that
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making efforts only in jiJrmal learning situations alone was not

~f!ective

in learning a

language.

iv. Integrative motivation (Integrativeness)
The combination of instrumental and integrative motivation is among the major determinants
of success in learning English, which was not found in the majority of average and weak
language learners. Surprisingly, however, both forms of motivation were found in one weak
language learner, who had learned English from native speaking teachers in class and
occasionally socialized with them:
"At Assumption Rayong, we had many native speaking teachers. There were about
twenty one. I asked them about the English lessons I did not understand. Once we went
to Koh Samet together. I could speak English with them during the trip."

This particular weak language learner's integrative motivation was obvious in his account.
The great difference was that he still had the choice to use his mother tongue to communicate
with friends and the majority of teachers. Such a preference to use one's mother tongue in
one's own language community is natural.

Therefore, the presence of integrative motivation effectively contributed lo language success
only when ii interacted with other factors such as the opportunity to learn and use English in
English-speaking communities where there is no other language choice, but English not only
for studies and communication.
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2. Past achievement in learning English
Regarding past achievement in learning English, similar to two successful language learners,
an average language learner related present progress to earning A grades in English in high
school. Another average language learner took pride in speaking to a large audience using a
script prepared by teachers.
"In my high school, English was very easy, and J always received A grades in English."
"I used to talk to a large audience about the economic crisis in 1997. My teacher prepared
lhe script for me. I was very happy when my fellow students and teachers clapped at the
end of my talk."

Despite such experiences, they attained some 'achievement' in learning English, but they did
not yet match the English proficiency level of successful language learners. A possible

conclusion was that past achievement in one's English learning history boosted the
possibility of language success only through its interaction with other factors.

D. Hypotheses based on the empirical data of the present study
Throughout the data analysis process, tentative subcategories, and tentative hypotheses
continually emerged and they were tested against the data. Only the hypotheses with
sufficient data to support them were retained.

Based on the empirical data, it was hypothesized that:

I. Students who receive 'active and effective' parental support will do better in English than
those who receive only 'financial' support from parents.

St Gabriel's Library, Au
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2. Students with 'past achievement' in their English /earning history wi// do heller in English
than those without any past achievement in their English /earning history.
3. Students who are highly 'motivated' will do bet/er than those who are not highly
motivated.
(a) Students with a 'good' attitude toward the whole English learning situation and their
role in learning English wi!/ do bet/er in English than those with a 'bad' alfitude
toward the whole English learning situation and their role in /earning English.
(b) Students who make more 'effort' to learn English will do bet/er in English than those

who make less 'effort' to learn English.
(c) Students with a stronger 'desire' to learn English will do heller in English than those
with a weaker 'desire' to learn English.
(d) Students who have 'integrativeness' together with instrumental motivation will do

belier in English than those who have only instrumental motivation.
4 .(a) Students who have had an 'opportunity' to learn and use English in Englishspeaking communities wi!/ do bet/er in English than those who have not had any
opportunities to learn and use English in English-speaking communities.
(b) Students who 'take advantage of the opportunities' to learn and use English in
English-speaking countries will do heller in English than those who do not take
advantage ofsuch opportunities.
5. (a) Students who have had 'exposure' to English through 'formal' and 'ieformal'
learning will do be lier in English than those who have 'exposure' to English only
through 'formal' learning.
(b) Students who 'integrate the four skills' in learning English will do heller

9J

in English than those who do not integrate the jimr skills in learning English.
6. Students who are 'autonomous' in /earning English will do better in English than those
who

are

'dependent'

on

teachers

and

.friends

in

learning

English.

Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The major findings of the present study, a multi-case comparison, included six factors that
significantly influenced learning English at the upper-intermediate level:

I. Social Context
l. Parental support
II. Affective and Personality Factors
I. Motivation
(a) Attitude

i. Attitudes towards the whole language learning situation
ii .lntegrativeness
(b) Desire
(c) Effort
2. Past achievement
Ill. Leaming Condition
I .Opportunity to learn English in English-speaking communities
2.Exposure to English through formal and informal learning
!V. Leaming Process
I. Subjects being autonomous in learning English

Except for parental support and past achievement in English learning, English instructors'
careful manipulation of these factors can bring about general improvement in the
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teaching- learning process in English classes. In particular, this can help average and
weak language learners improve in learning and using English while keeping successli.1'
language learners motivated for further success in learning English.

In terms of social context, 'active and effective' parental support was found to influence
learning English in the present study. All the successful language learners had received
'active and effective' parental support apart from financial support that was common
across the three cases. However, there was evidence of 'active and effective' parental
support in the accounts of one average language learner. It is possible that successful
learners might have enjoyed parents' affection, had a closer and warmer relationship,
received constant moral support to learn English, had close parental supervision, parents'
higher capacity to support them financially, and parents' better position to give them the
opportunities to learn English in communities that used English for communication.

In the present study, the successful language learners had both instrumental and
integrative motivation. Even though some research findings suggested that strong
instrumental motivation alone can make language learners in the Philippines and India
learn English successfully, in the present study it was evident that instrumental and
integrative motivation work well together in bringing about success in learning English.

It was hypothesized in the present study that students with a 'strong desire' to learn English
would do better than those with a 'weak desire' to learn English. Interestingly enough, some
students in the average and weak groups expressed their 'desire' to learn English. But, it was
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only for conversation skill, or only in class, and not much in a real-life setting. Thus, their
desire to learn English was weaker than that of successful language learners.

They might have a weaker desire to learn English because of other non-academic interests
new to them in university life, or a new atmosphere in English classes where they might be
expected to learn language differently from the way they did in high school.

Similarly, some average learners put 'effort' into learning English. However, it was limited
to learning only in class, or doing the assigned work, not in real-life settings as successful
learners had done. On the other hand, one weak language learner who put some 'effort' to
learn English outside of class did not improve in all four skills. One possible explanation was
that the motives behind the 'effort' they made and the intensity of the 'effort' might have
been different. In the case of one weak language learner, who made an 'effort' in improving
his speaking skill, there was no improvement at all found in his reading and writing skills.
His speaking skill had improved in terms of fluency, but not accuracy.

Another factor among learner characteristics found to be influencing learning English was .
past achievement in the learner's history of learning English. The successful language
learners related their past achievement in learning English, which boosted their selfconfidence and language ego. In discussing Weiner's attribution theory, Gradler (1997:316,
328) pointed out that students who attributed success to ability expected continued success
and typically had high self-esteem. One average learner had past achievement, but she
attributed it to her teacher who prepared her for a talk, not to her ability. Another one
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received A's in English in high school. One possibility might lie in the difference in the
evaluation systems, standardization between high school and university, and the learning
atmosphere.

In teaching any language, setting the right conditions, as Spolsky ( 1994: 14) pinpointed, was
crucial. The most significant factor related to the learning condition was having opportunities
to learn and use English in English-speaking communities, not only for academic purposes,
but for communicative purposes. Such opportunities had been available only to the
successful language learners in the present study, and, more importantly, they had taken
advantage of these opportunities in learning and using English. Therefore, it was reasonable
to conclude that without such opportunities, or without taking advantage of such
opportunities, it would be hard to be proficient in English.

A consequential benefit of taking advantage of opportunities, in the case study relating to the
successful language learners, was their exposure to English gained through both formal and
informal learning situations. Without this kind of exposure, mastering the language might not
be possible. The evidence clearly illustrated that just having exposure to English in class was
not enough if one was to be successful in learning English. However, a student in the weak
learners' group had such exposure outside of class with native speaking teachers. Since he
had a language choice in obtaining necessary information, the intensity of his exposure must
have been weaker than that of successful language learners.
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Another significant factor that influenced learning English was learner autonomy, which was
found only in the case of successful language learners. This possibly indicated the
significance of learner autonomy if learners were to be successful in learning a language as in
learning in general. The successful language learners in the present study learned and used
English in a responsible, independent manner, using some self-management strategies,
among which the most prevalent one was a pre-planning strategy. They talked about plans
such as watching English-speaking movies without Thai sub-titles in order to listen to
conversation in a natural way and at the usual rate, or reading original stories to improve
reading skill. It might have been that they used several strategies appropriately and flexibly
which led them to success in learning English. While learner autonomy could possibly be an
effect of language success, it was found to be one of the most significant factors contributing
to language success in the present study.

The findings in the present study were related only to the specific cases selected and might
not be generalizable to other cases. All of the factors discussed here were hypothesized as
being related to all four skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) in learning English as
a foreign language. But, the present study primarily focused only on the learning outcomes of
'reading and writing'. Therefore, some of the factors like extroversion and introversion,
which could be much more related to speaking skill, might not be relevant here.

Based on the findings of the present study, it was reasonable to conclude that language
learning is complex and no single factor alone can lead language learners to success. Several
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factors possibly interacted with each other, and enhanced each other, before they collectively
contributed lo success of language learners.

Discussion
The research questions of the present study were based on Stern's model of learning English
as a second/ foreign language (Stern, 1994: 338), which was used as a guiding framework.
Since it was a tentative framework, applicable in the field, it was modified to suit reality.
Some new factors emerged, while other factors proposed in the framework did not surface
during the data collection process. Basically, the emergent factors were more relevant to the
present study.

In exploring why some language learners were more successful than others, given the same
instruction in the same class by the same instructor, the present study resulted in the
identification of six factors that collectively contributed to language success.

The data collected from three case studies were compared and contrasted to analyze
personality and affective factors, factors in social context, and the learning condition and
learning process before the participants joined the English class at the upper-intermediate
level.

The analysis of empirical data clearly showed that the factors which contributed to language
learning success were as follows:
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I. Social Context

I. 'Active and effective' parental support during the English learning process;
II. Learner Characteristics (affective and personality factors)
I. A high level of motivation, resulting from a 'good' attitude toward the overall English

learning situation and the learner's role in learning English; integrativeness; a 'strong
desire' to learn English; and substantial 'effort' made to learn English.
2. One's past achievement in English learning history that boosted self-confidence m
learning and using the language.
III. Leaming Conditions
1. Having had opportunities to learn and use English in English-speaking communities
and having taken advantage of such opportunities.
2. Having had exposure to English through formal and informal learning that made
the integration of the four skills possible.
Ill. Learning Process
I. Subjects being autonomous in learning English.

The above-mentioned factors were found in the case study of successful language learners,
but they are either vague or totally missing in the case studies of average language learners.

Similar factors can be seen in Spolsky's formula for linguistic outcomes:
Kf=Kp+A+M+O
Kf= a linguistic outcome
Kp =knowledge and skill at the moment including general knowledge;
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A= various components of ability including physiological, biological,
intellectual and cognitive skills
M =various factors such as personality, attitudes, motivation and anxiety
0 =the opportunity of learning the language, consisting of time multiplied by kind of
opportunity, the latter covering the range of formal and infonnal situations in
which the learner is exposed to the language (Spolsky, 1994: 15)

Similarly, in discussing why some second language learners were more successful than
others, Littlewood (1995:67) stated that a learner's motivation, opportunities for learning, and
their ability to learn were major factors under which some other factors could be classified.

In the present study, cognitive ability to learn was controlled for by administering the Oxford
Language Aptitude Test. Motivation and opportunities to learn, together with other factors,
were among the key factors that influenced language outcomes.
A further discussion of the research questions follows:

Research Question I
"What factors in social context affected the outcomes of language learning?"

One factor that emerged during the study was Parental Support. Since the present study
focused on how the participants learned English before joining a university, the influence of
parents on the young learners of English, especially in an Asian setting, was worth being
investigated.

Parents of all study participants supported them financially regarding their
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education. However, a difference was that the parents or the successful language learners
displayed a keen interest and strong support in their children's pursuit of language learning.
Moreover, they gave their children opportunities to learn English in English-speaking
communities in which successful language learners made the most of in improving their
English. A reasonable conclusion was that 'active and effective' parental support in the
successful language learners' learning English had apparently influenced their good language
outcomes to some extent.

Research Question 2
"What affective and personality factors influenced the outcome of language learning?"

The key affective factor that directly influenced the outcome of learning English was
motivation. A high level of motivation, as found in the case of successful language learners,
partly came from a combination of instrumental motivation and integrative motivation. The
recognition of the instrumental value of English, a 'good' attitude toward the overall English
learning situation and one's own role in learning English, underlied instrumental motivation.
'lntegrativeness' a desire to use English for communication and socialization purposes,
caused integrative motivation. Instrumental motivation and integrative motivation reinforced
each other, which resulted in a high level of motivation, which was a major contributing
factor for success in learning English.

Although several personality factors found in language learning theories were investigated,
only the successful language learners' past achievements in their English learning history
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emerged as a factor that boosted their self-confidence and consequently the possibility of
continued success in learning English.

Research Question 3

"What factors relative to learning conditions contributed to the outcome of language
learning?"

The factors that contributed significantly to the outcomes of language learning were learning
opportunities and exposure to the language. Successful language learners in the present study
had opportunities to learn and use English in English-speaking communities, and they had
taken advantage of these opportunities. Likewise, they had exposure to English through
formal and informal learning. They could make such exposure work for them in improving
all four skills in English.

Research Question 4

"What factors in the learning process affected language learning outcomes?"

The interview questions and learning style checklists, which explored some of the preferred
learning styles and strategies, revealed no uniformity in the choice of styles and strategies
within each case except some self-management strategies found within the case study of
successful language learners. Their choice of styles and strategies might have had much to do
with their personality traits. However, the successful language learners used a number of
strategies together despite differences in the choice of styles and strategies.
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Also, in Brown's (1994: 193 b) summary, it was stated that successful language learners were
usually those who knew how to manipulate styles as well as strategy levels in their day-today encounters with a language. The use of pre-planing strategies, such as listening to
conversations in English movies for the purpose of understanding at natural speed and trying
to be more proficient in English, suggested the use of self-management strategies.

The traces of self-management strategies found in successful language learners shed light on
their autonomy in learning English. Instead of simply learning English in class and doing
assigned work, they learned and used English whenever and wherever possible in a
confident, responsible, and independent manner.

To determine the exact amount of time-on task from the accounts of participants was not
possible because they could not recall the detailed procedures of classes and their informal
learning of English. However, the emerging fact that they were autonomous in learning
supported the assumption that their language learning process was effective and productive.

Research Question 5
"How did the above-mentioned factors interact with each other and collectively influence the
language outcome?"

In language learning, as in any discipline, no single factor alone makes success possible.
A number of factors interact with each other and collectively influence the language
outcome.
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I. Interaction between motivation and other factors
In language learning, motivation was one of the key factors which influenced language
outcomes, and interacted with many other factors. One factor that was closely linked with

motivation was altitude. Motivation interacted with attitude toward the overall language
learning situation and attitude regarding one's role in learning the language.

In the case of successful language learners, a 'good' attitude toward the overall English
language learning situation and a 'good' attitude regarding their role in learning English,
together with integrativeness, fonned a 'good' (overall) attitude. A 'good' attitude caused

high-level motivation to learn English, which created a greater desire to learn English. Such
a strong desire to learn English effectively pushed the successful language learners lo make
an 'effort' to learn English. The chain of interaction among these factors brought about
'good' language outcomes.

On the contrary, the average and the weak language learners basically lacked such 'good'
attitudes toward the overall language learning situation and their role in learning English.
Moreover, with integrativeness virtually absent, their motivation to learn English was
comparatively weaker than the motivation found in successful language learners. As a
consequence, their desire to learn English and the efforts they made to learn English were
weak, which affected their language outcomes.

Another factor that interacted with motivation was past achievement in learning the
language. Undeniably, past achievement in the English learning history of successful
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language learners strengthened their 'good' (overall) attitude, boosted their self-confidence in
using English, which consequently heightened their motivation to learn English.

In sharp contrast, a lack of past achievement could neither cause a 'good' (overall) attitude,
nor could it boost self-confidence in using English. That absence was part of the cause of a
'low' level of motivation to learn English, which resulted in 'weak' language outcomes.

2. Interaction among opportunity, parental support and exposure
Interaction among parental support, opportunity, and exposure also influenced the language
outcomes. The parents of successful language learners gave them opportunities to learn
English in English-speaking communities. By taking advantage of such opportunities,
successful language learners gained exposure to English both through formal and informal
learning, which significantly contributed to their language success.

On the other hand, none of the average and weak language learners had taken advantage of
any past opportunities to learn English in English-speaking communities.

Most of their parents showed more interest in their education in general and their career
opportunities after graduation, not particularly in English. Furthermore, they learned English
mainly through formal instruction. Having exposure to English only through formal
instruction alone was not enough to achieve a 'good' language outcome.
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By comparing and contrasting the case stu<{v ofsuccessfi1/ language learners with those of
average and weak language learners, ii appears reasonable to conclude that interaction
among opportunity, parental support and exposure influenced the language outcomes.

3. Interaction between learner autonomy and motivation
Another factor that was closely linked with motivation was autonomy in learning English
relative to the case study of the successful language learners. Their high level of motivation

caused them to be autonomous in learning English and autonomous learning, in turn,
enhanced their motivation. The autonomous learners demonstrated their 'good' attitude
toward the whole English learning situation and their role in learning English. They learned
English in a responsible and confident way without totally depending on teachers. By
learning English in this way, they could successfully maintain their high motivation. On the
other hand, average and weak language learners were almost entirely dependent on teachers
to regulate their learning of English. This lack of learner autonomy kept their motivation
from increasing. Such interaction between motivation and learner autonomy was clearly
discussed in self-determination theory, one of the motivational theories by Anderman et.al
(ERJC, ED42 l28 I 98).

In conclusion, the above-mentioned factors and their interactions collectively influenced
language outcomes in learning English as a second/foreign language at the upperintermediate level.
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Recomme11datio11s for the teacl1i11g-lear11i11g process i11 E11g/isll cla.vses
Being an English language teacher, one must be aware of the conditions that help learners
learn the language successfully in order to help average and weak learners overcome learning
problems while keeping successful learners motivated. Even though the findings of the
present study presented as tentative hypotheses were not generalized, they were indicative of
what an English language teacher should do to improve the teaching-learning process.
Although factors like parental support and past achievement are beyond the control of
English language teachers at a university, if other conditions that brought about language
learning success can be created, there will certainly be better language learning outcomes for
English language learners.

The role of English teachers today is one of being facilitators and managers of the teachinglearning process. Motivating learners in English class is challenging to many teachers, either
new or seasoned. As contained in situativity theory, creating a learning context similar to the
one language learners will experience in real life is necessary to help learners learn English
effectively. Such a creative and communicative atmosphere in class can motivate average
and weak learners, while keeping successful learners motivated. Encouraging learners to use
English for socializing and communication purposes, and creating such situations both inside
and outside of class, will surely enhance the pure instrumental motivation that is commonly
found in most learners of English. Demonstrating trust in their ability to learn; creating a
caring and supportive classroom atmosphere in which everyone is valued and respected;
assigning tasks that are challenging, but achievable; and communicating expectations to learn
would certainly help foster and maintain motivation to learn. Moreover, such approaches
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double as tools for promoting learner autonomy, which is particularly essential m learning
English effectively.

rn promoting learner autonomy in English classes, instructors should facilitate social
interaction in realistic learning activities in class as well as outside of class. Basically,
international universities like Assumption University are in a very good position to provide
extensive opportunities for students to learn and use English in anEnglish-speaking
community. However, many students have not yet taken advantage of such opportunities to
improve their English as they still have a preferred language choice for communication and
socialization. With the instructors' convincing encouragement and creation of awareness to
use these opportunities to learn and use English, learners will surely improve their English.

As a consequence, learners will be able to maximize their exposure to English both inside
and outside of class, without which integration of the four skills is impossible. Many learners
at present are exposed to English only in class. Some take English courses in language
centers or with private tutors. Still, exposure to English is largely limited to classroom
situations. Although exposure to English through formal learning is important, it is not
enough if learners of English are to be successful in learning English.

Recommendations for further research
The present study explored the contributing factors for success in learning English at the
upper-intermediate level at Assumption University, which uses English as its teaching and
learning medium. The study findings reflected on how some students who are studying in an
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international university had learned English. Similar qualitative micro-studies should also be
done at universities that use Thai as the medium of instruction. This additional research
might give more insight into how university students in Thailand learn English, which
consequently might contribute to an improved English teaching-learning process on a larger
scale.

More studies should also be done at other levels of English for a better·understanding of how
students learn English at Assumption University at different instructional levels. Since
students from many other countries in Asia also share similar learning characteristics and
academic environments, a good command of English is becoming more and more important
to people in this region. Accordingly, future researchers should conduct similar studies on a
larger scale for the benefits of both learners and teachers, so that teaching and learning
English will become more effective.
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APPENDEX A
Oxford Language Aptitude Test (1 hour)
(An Adapted Version)
I. Analyze the following pairs of sentences in an invented language and those in
English.
a. hi-tiacumya-?

Is a cat listening carefully?

b. hi-tisno-sist?

Is the little girl listening sleepily?

c. mya-tsno-hi-ti.

The cat is listening sleepily.

d. sisacuhi-ti

A little girl is listening carefully.

How does one express the following in the invented language?
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

cat=
little girl =
carefully=
sleepily=
a=
the=
is listening =

II. Study the following examples that are translated for you.
a.
b.
c.
d.

cunmati kid.
go-ti kid't.
mu-kid'n go-pi.
cunmapi ben mu-'t'n, la-pi'n.

A child is coming.
The child is going.
A cow and a child are going.
A boy and the cow are coming and singing.

Translate into English:
8. kid't mu-'n cunmapi, sno-'n go-pi.

Translate into the invented language:
9. A cow is coming.

III. Study the examples and underline the word or words of the same function as
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the word in bold types. (You may or may not find the words in the
sentences.)
Example:
Anne is cutting up apples.
Ben is growing up fast.
Maria is throwing the dogs sticks.
l. This Act was the first to legalize the unions.
I know my parents shared a love of music.
The other week, friends we visited told us the same story.
2. Diaries and memoirs have not caused me much interest.
One Sunday [ rang to see what they would offer Dad.
Her look made you first freeze and then move as fast as you could.
Dad told us to come and watch the man giving the dolphins fish.
3. A fresh start was the crux of the idea.
Not one of them escaped the consequences of that conflict and each in tum became part
of that movement of peoples.
4. We apologize for any inconvenience that this may cause.
Will anyone notice the difference?
Why doesn't he just sit down and get on with it?
5. With a sinister tearing noise the large package split apart.
He shrugged his shoulders, wrinkled his face and shook with laughter.
Sometimes they open quite easily but usually you need a knife to split them.
6. Under the stairs was found the missing piece of cake.
A new car was offered as first prize.
He was handed a shovel and given two hours to finish the job.
7. My father, searching for ajob, had left Manchester and his parents in 1912.
The acres had remained intact, growing in value and not decreasing in number.
To us, accustomed to such upheavals, it would seem natural to leave home for a
safer heaven.
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8. Without exception it was a time of embracing new cultures and rejecting the past.
In the unhealthy conditions surrounding heavy engineering and mining, working and
holding on placed many pressures on dwindling family resources.

9.

John and Sara found life a heavy burden.
He shifted his weight nervously from foot to foot.
Recent legislation has made it an offence to fail to disclose such details.

I 0. But these farms and bits of ground had gone again before our time.
lt was not easy to resettle in lands supposedly fit for heroes to live in after over
twenty two million souls had perished.
11. I must write before the mists of time obscure the clarity of my recollections.
Before 1914 life had gone on at a very different pace.
Even when the battles began, change was slow to come.
12.Some left for the colonies or journeyed to the Americas.
He married his sweetheart and they set up home outside Conventry.
During the early days of his high hopes he had become used to her presence.
13. I knew the day would eventually arrive when I could sit down and take stock.
Naturally, conditions in 1960 were still a far cry from those we enjoy today.
How he got in was little short of a miracle.
14. He'll probably recommend that we wait another sly month.
Predictably, the previously mentioned granddaughter resisted this fiercely.
15. What I am loath to do is script a narrative about myself.
Editing the Bulletin is a difficult task, since copy arrives at three of the busiest times of
the year.
END OF PAPER
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APPENDEX B
Aptitude Test Scores
The aptitude test scores were as follows: 59.2, 52.6, 51.3, 48.6, 48.6, 46, 43.4, 43.4, 42.l,
42.1, 40.7, 36.8, 36.8, 32.8, 28.9, 27.6, 25, 25, 22.3
Maximum score= 52.9
Minimum score= 22.3
Number of students = 19
Mean= 39.7
Median = 42. I
Mode (s) = 48.6, 43.4, 42.1, 36.8, 25.0
Sample Standard Deviation = l 0.56
Table l. Aptitude Test Scores of 'Successful' language learners
Group I
Percentage

Student

Aptitude Test Score

Total Aptitude Test Score

I.

22.5

38

59.2%

2.

20

38

52.6%

3.

19.5

38

51.3%

4.

18.5

38

48.6%

5.

18.5

38

48.6%

--
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Table 2. Aptitude Test Scores of 'average' language learners
Group II.
Student

Aptitude Test Score

Total Aptitude Test Score

Percentage

6.

17.5

38

46%

7.

16.5

38

43.4%

8.

16.5

38

43.4%

9.

16

38

42.1%

10.

16

38

42.1%

11.

15.5

38

40.7%

12.

14

38

36.8%

13.

14

38

36.8%

14.

12.5

38

32.8%

Table 3. Aptitude Test Scores of 'weak' language learners.
Group III
Student

Aptitude Test Score

Total Aptitude Test Score

Percentage

15.

ll

38

28.9%

16.

10.5

38

27.6%

17.

9.5

38

25%

18.

9.5

38

25%

19.

8.5

38

22.3%
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APPENDEX C
Interview questions (Semi-structured and conversational questions)
Leamer characteristics and Social context
I. Would you tell me about the people who were important in your learning English
when you were in high school?
2. If you had any particular activity outside class using English for communicative
purposes, let me hear from you.
3. Outside or in class if someone corrected you in case of making mistakes in your
language use, how did you feel?
4. Would you tell me about your learning English in high school?
5. What about teachers?
6. What language did you use at school?
7. What did you study in English classes?
8. Apart from studying English at school, where else did you do it?
9. What did you usually do on holidays, or weekends?
I 0. What kind of stories did you like to read?
l l. Please tell me the evaluation system of English in high school.
12. Now think about yourself when you were in high school. How did you feel when you
were interacting with other students you met in class for the first time?
13. Who would usually start the conversation in such a situation?
14. How did you feel when you were doing class work alone?
15. When you had an argument or quarrel in class or at school, how did you deal with it?
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16. What did you think about your own ability to put deep or complex thoughts into
words then?
17. What did you think about the class discussions then?
18. What motivated you to learn English when you were in high school?
19. Before the English exams in high school how did you feel?
20. How did you cope with your anxiety?
21. Can you recall any particular experience you consider your achievement in learning
English?

Leaming Styles
22. How did you usually prepare for English test?
23. What classroom activities did you enjoy doing in high school?
24. What you said or wrote in class was not correct, how did you feel?
25. What was your learning style preference when you were in high school?
26. If you were to study a lot of new vocabulary and structure how did you deal with?
27. How did you feel when your classmates laughed at you when you spoke in class?
28. What did you do when you were not completely sure of the words to use to express
yourself?
29. If you have had opportunities to use English outside class, let me hear from you.
30. What did you think about your ability in learning and using English at that time?
31. When you made mistakes in writing and speaking how did you feel?
32.Some are not overly conscious of themselves when they speak, others monitor
themselves very closely and consciously when they speak. What about you before
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you joined Assumption University?
32. Some learners like to absorb language and get the general list of what is said or
written, others like to analyze the details of the language and understand exactly what
is said or written. What about you before doing this course?
33. When watching a movie or reading a murder story, if it was not clear who the
murderer was how did you feel?
34. Suppose you got to an airport of a country you have never been to after midnight. The
person who was to pick you up could not be contacted. There was not any staff who
spoke English. On top of that you lost your luggage. What do you think you would do
if it happened when you were in high school?
35. Think of the time you were given a complicated picture in which you were supposed
to find hidden animals or objects by colouring them. Could you do that quickly?
36. Could you concentrate in noisy places?

Learning Strategies
37. How did you usually prepare for English exams?
38. How did you remember new English words effectively?
39. Apart from remembering strategies, what other mental process did you use?
40. How did you deal with unfamiliar words in passages?
41. When you could not think of a word during a presentation, what did you do?
42. How did you organize your learning English?
43. How did you evaluate your own learning English?
44. How did you manage your emotions in learning English?
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45. Please lell me what you usually did when you were learning English with others.
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APPENDEX D
Personal Data of Participants

1. Name
2. Age
3. Gender
4. Nationality
5. Level of English at Assumption University ................................. .
6. Details of your high school
Location
English class size
English study time/week
Time spent on English tutorial classes (if any) ......................... .
English self study time

......................................... .

Your favourite means of learning English .............................. .
Your language exposure
Other means of learning English ......................................... .
Willingness for correction
7. Details of your parents
Father's occupation
Father's income/month
Father's education
Mother's occupation
Mother's income/month
Mother's education
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Executive Summary
Title: Factors Influencing Learning English as a Second/Foreign Language at Upper Intermediate Level
Part I: Thesis Problem
Thesis Problem
Situation
In English classes,
some students can
concurrently develop
proficiency in all four
skills, while many
others become arrested
at a certain
interlanguage level due
to fossilization of error
patterns. Students may
learn more or less than
expected. Their
success and failure
depends on several
factors. One essential
factor is to create the
'right' learning
conditions in order to
maximize their
learning effectiveness.
It is therefore essential
to understand the
factors that influence
their learning of the
English language.

Research
Objectives
To explore relevant
factors in a social
context, personality and
affective factors,
learning conditions, and
learning process that
influenced language
learning outcomes in
learning English.
To analyze how the
factors contributed to
English language
learning success at the
upper-intermediate level
at Assumption
University.

Research Questions

Significance of the Study
thorough understanding of the
factors that contribute to success or
failure in learning English is crucial
appropriate
learning
to create
conditions and to provide effective
English language teaching.
A

1. What factors in social context affected the outcome of
language learning?
2.What affective and personality factors influenced the
outcomes of language learning?
3. What factors relative to learning conditions contributed to the
outcome of language learning?
4. What factors in the learning process affected the language
learning outcome?
5. How did the above-mentioned factors interact with each
other and collectively influence the language learning
outcomes?

The present study is useful since it
can add knowledge gleaned from the
qualitative analysis of empirical data
from case studies to the existing
body of knowledge in the discipline
of English language teaching and
learning.

Executive Summary (continued)

Part II: Research Design

Design
Theoretical Framework
According to Stem (1994:338), three sets of
variables: (!) social context, (2) learner
characteristics, and (3) learning conditions were
represented as determiners of the learning
process, and through it, of the learning
outcomes.

Spolsky (1992: 14) presented a simple model of
second language learning in the form of an
underspecified mathematical formula:
Kf=Kp+A+M+O
Kf= the linguistic outcome (knowledge and
skill at a future time)
Kp = knowledge and skill at the moment
(general knowledge of the learner's first
and any other languages
A= various components of ability including
physiological, biological, intellectual and
cognitive skills
M = various affective factors such as
personality, attitudes, motivation and
anxiety
0 = opportunity for learning the language

Conceptual
Framework

I Y=f(xl+x2+x3+x4)+E
Y= language learning
Outcome
x l =factors in social context
x2=affective and
personality factors
x3=factors in learning
condition
x4=factors in learning
process
E= Errors

Independent
Variables
I.

Data
Collection

Analysis
Technique

Language learning
outcome

I.Conducting the
Oxford Language
Aptitude Test to
collect data on
language learning
outcome
2.Case selection
based on
predetermined
criteria
3 .Nine cases
grouped into three
case studies.
4.Qualitative data
collected over two
semesters: l/2000
and 212000.
5.Focus
group
interviews,
indepth interviews,
participant
observations, and
student journals

Using a median
to group the
students based on
the aptitude test
score

Social context

Parental support

2.Affective and
Personality factors
Motivation
a. Attitude

b. Desire
c. Effort
Past Achievement

was used in the present

3.Leaming
Conditions
Opportunity to
learn English

study as a guideline for
research. In the field, it was
modified to suit reality.

English through
formal and

The conceptual framework

Dependent
Variable

Exposure to

informal learning

4. Leaming
Process
Subjects being
autonomous
in learning

Enzlish

A 'micro study'
using multi-case
comparative
design:
Descriptive
analysis,
construction of
categories, and
subcategories

Building
hypotheses

Executive Summary (continued)

Part III: Results
Results
Findings
The factors that influenced English language
learning at upper intern1ediate level were:

Conclusions
In a social context, 'Active and effective' parental support
was a factor found to be helpful in the case study of
successful language learners.

l.'Active and effective' Parental Support
Successful language learners had high levels of motivation

2. Motivation
a. At1itude
b. Desire
c. Effort

due to their 'good' attitude toward the overall learning
situation and their own ability to learn English. They had
both instrumental and integrative motivation to learn
English.

3. Past Achievement

Past achievement in learning English boosted their selfconfidence, and consequently they learned English
successfully.

4. Opportunity to learn English in Englishspeaking communities
5. Exposure to English through formal and
informal learning

The successful language learners had opportunities to learn
English in English-speaking communities and they had taken
advantage of such opportunities to improve their English.
This was one of the significant factors found in the present
study.

6. Being autonomous in learning English
Exposure to English through formal and informal learning
was another significant factor that influenced language
learning outcome. Without enough exposure ·inside and
outside of class, improving all four skills of the English
language was seemingly impossible.
Most importantly, the successful language learners were

Recommendations
Even though the findings of the present study
presented as tentative hypotheses were not
generalized, they were indicative of what an English
teacher should do to improve the teaching learning
process. Although factors like parental support and
past achievement were beyond the control of
teachers at a university, if other conditions that
brought about language learning success are used,
certainly better language learning outcomes for
language learners will result.
A major English teacher's role today is that of being

a facilitator and manager of the teaching-learning
process. To maximize learning in English classes,
I
'
motivation is the key factor that challenges many
English teachers. Many students have instrumental
(intrinsic) motivation to some extent. English
teachers, like those teaching other subjects, should
qemonstrate trust in students' ability to learn, create
a caring and supportive atmosphere in which
everyone is valued and respected, assign tasks that
are challenging but achievable, and communicate
expectations to learn to strengthen instrumental
motivation.
The findings of the present study indicated that
successful language learners had both instrumental
and integrative motivation to learn English. Many
students in Assumotion Universitv still need to

Executive Summary (continued)
Part III: Results

Results
Findings

Conclusions

Recommendations

found to be autonomous learners who learned
English in a responsible manner, without
depending too much on teachers and others.

improve their communication skills in English.
Therefore, English teachers should encourage them to
use English for socializing and communicative purposes,
and facilitate social interaction in realistic learning
activities in class as well as outside of class. This will
a1so increase their exposure to English, and may later
instill in them an inclination to use the language.
Students thus motivated to use the language will become
aware of the proper ways to learn English and move
ahead, bringing about ideal teaching-learning conditions.
The above-mentioned recommendations will also help
them to become autonomous in learning English.
It would be of immense benefit to conduct further similar
studies in colleges and universities in Thailand and
elsewhere in Asia since students in this region share
similar learning characteristics so that there will be more
effectiveness both in the teaching and learning of
English.
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